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Campus
Briefs
Red Cross treats
Richardson to party
The Red Cross is treating the
members of Troyer House to a piz-
za party with pizza donated by
Dominos Pizza. Troyer House
was the winner of the Red Cross
Bloodmobile contest by having the
greatest percentage of house mem-
bers to give blood at the recent
blood drive. The four donors from
that house comprised a greater per-
centage than from any other resir
dence hall or small house on cam-
pus.
I Wooster Record Show
t takes place on Sunday
The second Wooster Record
Show takes place Sunday in the
Corrinthian Room of the Best
.Western-Gatewa- y Inn in downtown
Wooster. Over 25 independent
record dealers will offer thousands
of titles in records, compact discs
cassettes, videos, t-sh- irts and pos-
ters. The doors open to the pub-
lic at 10 a.m. and the last admit-
tance will be at 4 pjn. There is a
$2.00 cover charge. The second
Wooster Record Show is spon-
sored by Westwood Connection of
Wooster, LP Sounds and AM 960
WKVX.
Davis lectures
on Bryce Canyon
The College of Wooster geology
department presents an open lec-
ture on the "Geology of the Bryce
Canyon" by Dr. George H. Davis
see Briefs: page 6
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Superstar Ian Banda, who scored the only goal in the
Scots' victory over Ohio Wesleyan University this past
week, explodes past a halfback daring Wednesday's victory
over the Kenyon Lords.
Estimated 100,000 people
march against homelessness
LAURA TERELMES
Staff Writer
-
"We want an end to homeless-
ness through the creation of afford-
able housing, and we want it
NOW!" was the main message de-
livered to Congress and the Federal
Administration Saturday, October
7, in a march from the Pentagon to
the Capitol. An estimated 100
thousand people took part in
"Housing Now!" to. help raise
awareness of the estimated and rap-
idly growing 3 million homeless
in America.
Ohio is said to be having the
most amount of people taking part
. in the protest. Protesters from
Ohio will be accompanied by Gov-
ernor Dick Celeste. They were
campaigning to raise awareness in
order to put the homeless on the
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national agenda concern list Facts
of the homeless include issues
such as: there are an estimated 19
million Americans that will face
the prospect of homelessness in
America in the next 15 years, and
since 1980, housing assistance has
been cut by more than 75 percent.
On campus awareness, coordinat-
ed by Tim Anderson, Sister Mar-
garet Harig, Sylvia Young and Ka-th- y
Sabol, began at the volunteer
fair with sign-up- s for the march.
College support continued with a
sleep-o- ut Friday night, September
29, with an astounding attendance
of 65 people to hear such people as
Professor Donald Beane and Mar-
tha Jenkins, both with the Human
Services Department and Habitat
see Homeless: page 6
Cropp concerned over
blood drive publicity
AMY HOLLANDER
Assistant Editor
The blood drive held on campus
last week netted a total of 116
units of blood with 48 units desig-
nated for Professor David Guldin
who has recently undergone high-do- se
chemotherapy and radiation
treatments and will be receiving a
number of blood transfusions. His
plight was made known through
the efforts of Professor Fred Cropp
who spread the word to his stu
ISA sponsors discussion
on world hunger
ANN SCHMTTZ
Staff Writer
.On World Food DayrOctober
16, The International Students As-
sociation (ISA) will be sponsoring
the college's involvement in a dis-
cussion on world hunger, the envi-
ronment, and development both in
the community and across the
Sommers lectures against
feminism in the institution
"Second Thoughts About Femi-
nism" will be the topic of a lecture
by Christina Hoff Sommers, asso-
ciate professor of philosophy at
Clark University. The lecture,
which is free and open to the pub-b- e,
will be Wednesday, October
18, at 7:30 p.m. in The College of
Wooster's Gault Recital Hall,
Scheide Music Center, at the cor-
ner of Beall Avenue and University
Street
Sommers, who earned her bache-
lor's degree from New York Uni-
versity, specialized in ethics, mo-
ral education and social and politi-
cal philosophy. She has appeared
on the "Phil Donahue Show" to.
speak about lying and on NBCs
"Strictly Business" to talk about
ethics in business. She is the au-- s
thor and editor of numerous publi-
cations including Vice and Virtue
in Everyday Life: Introductory
Readings in Ethics (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1984).
"Second Thoughts on Femi-
nism" will provide a critique of
dents and other professors.
Cropp was pleased with the re-
sponse of students, faculty and-staf- f
to Guldin's cause, but was
. distressed by the overall publicity
and results of the blood drive. He
expressed his concern in a letter to
Richardson House with copies sent
to SGA, the Voice and various
members of the Deans' Staff.
Richardson House works in con-
nection with the Red Cross Blood-se-e
Blood Drive: page 6 .
globe. The discussion is in con-
nection with a nationwide telecon-
ference on the same topics and will
ifrom 12 to 3 p.m.- - . , -
Other organizations involved in-
clude the EKOs and the OARDC
Everyone is encouraged to come
and lend their input to make the
discussion a successful one.
women's studies programs in
small liberal arts colleges; Som-
mers' writings on academic femi- -
A,
NewsSerMOw.
Christina Hoff Sommers
nism have provocatively chal-
lenged many of the assumptions
behind the growth of Women's
Studies programs.
Sommers also will address The
College of Wooster's philosophy
club on Thursday, Oct. 19, at
11:00 a.m. in Scovel Hall. The
subject will be "Teaching the Vir-
tues." All are welcome to
The Wooster VoiceOpinions October 13, 1989Page 2
Feeling truly oppressed:
Van Sertima addresses American biases and assumptions
Truly oppressedthis is
exactly how I felt after I left
the lecture given by Ivan Van
Sertima entitled "They Came
Before Columbus: The Afri-
can Presence in Ancient
America." His address reit-
erated the fact that the history
of America has been highly
distorted. I am a Black Stud-
ies major, and I thought I had
a handle on the extent of the
oppression of Africans and
African-American- s. Van
Sertima's lecture showed me
that I am only beginning to
understand.
For example, Africa is of
i ;
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ten depicted in the United
States as being primitive.
We have been taught in our
educational system that there
were three organized civiliza-
tions in the world (British,
Greek and Roman). Howev-
er, we were not taught that
Africa was a highly-structure- d
civilization, and
that it had a writing system
consisting of 150 characters
over 3500 years before
Christ.
But, Van Sertima pointed
out that history does not only
exist in written documenta-
tion. A major source of evi
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si
dence that Van Sertima uses
to prove that Africans were
present in America before
Columbus was the Carbon-14-date- d
sculptures that were
found here. These sculptures
had the same characteristics
of most African sculptures
today. One of these features
is exaggerated gestures. This
can often be seen by looking
at the mouth and lip of a
piece of sculpture. There is
an aesthetic for the ugly that
can be seen in African art
Further, Van Sertima stated
that despite popular belief,
Africans had more advanced
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boats than did Columbus.
No other group migrated
more than Africans did. They
were leaving the continent of
Africa before 1492. Van
Sertima asserts that Africa
has the longest rivers in the
world. It was not a question
of guessing for the Africans.
They simply followed the
water current.
Van Sertima pointed out
that it is racism when one
race claims to have made all
the scientific achievements,
and others have contributed
nothing. This is exactly what
Europeans have collectively
done. I believe that racism
comes from a sense of inse-
curity, and insecurity stems
from fear. Thus, I think that
Europeans are afraid that Af-
ricans are going to take away
some of their glory. Sadly,
the long term effect of this
fear means that we will con-
tinue to live in a world in
which people have a false
sense of awareness, and this
is true oppression.
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
Letters to the editor
J-Bo- ard vs.
Deans' Hearings
Editor
.
Isn't it interesting that all of the
cases (January 16-M- ay 12, 1989)
whose summaries were reported by
the Judicial Board (The Wooster
Voice, October 6, 1989) were
heard by the Dean of Students or
by a panel of Deans rather than by
the J. Board? One is tempted to
speculate about why students who
are accused of having violated the
provisions of The Scot's Key
would choose to be heard by the
Deans.
Perhaps the time has come to re-
examine the role J. Board has
played on campus. Perhaps its
penalties have been too harsh. It
does seem a shame to waste the
time of 12 regular and 2 alternate
students, 4 faculty members, 4
staff members, and 2 members of
the administration on a board that
seldom, if ever, is used.
I look forward to the upcoming
report of the committee established
by President Copeland to study,
among other things, the issues of
the functioning of the judicial sys-
tem on campus. It can be hoped
that it will show some new in-
sights into better ways to deal
with conduct which violates com-
munity standards.
Sincerely,
James E. Perley
Correction
We regret the misinformation
stated in Campus Briefs last week
concerning noise tickets. No
noise ticket was given; the library
did not complain. A Douglass
source gave incorrect information.
The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year ex-
cept during examination periods by the students of the College of Woost-
er.
We welcome all typed, double-space- d letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial staff reserves the righ to edit andor
hold all submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mail-
ing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn: Editor, The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691, (216) 263-200- 0, exL 2757.
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Commentary:
Deans1 vs.. J-Bo- ard hearings: Ignoring campus opinions
"I think that they have done a
really good job and I think that
they have had a really good ap-
proachthey really get the idea
across that it is a good program. I
think they did a good job though
in letting people know about it.-- 1
sure heard about it a lot. There are
signs all over the place." Kristin
Morris 93
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi- ef
A student accused of violating the Scots Key may be brought to one of two deciding
bodies under the current College system. On one hand, people who can serve on Deans'
Hearings are limited to members of the Deans' staff anybody from dorm directors to the
Dean of Students himself. The other hearing body, the Judicial Board, is made up of stu-
dents, faculty, and administration, and representative of all constituencies of the campus
community.
After deliberating the pros and cons of these two bodies for over two months, after talking
with people who had experienced the Deans' hearings, after talking with students, faculty,
and administration all over campus, the SGA Student Advocacy Committee (9 members)
and the Coalition for Judicial Revision (4 members) wrote within their 13 point proposal
that Deans' Hearings should be eliminated.
J-Bo-
ard members, however, stated that Deans' Hearings were essential First they an-
nounced that this was so that students could avoid a counsel of their peers, could be heard by
a more objective body, etc. They now also argue that the reason Deans' Hearings must re-
main is to offer a hearing body in case the accused or accuser knows too many of the J-Bo- ard
members (who then have to disqualify themselves from the proceedings due to con-
flict of interest). But this same student (the accused or the accuser), who is known by a ma-
jority of the faculty, staff, and student body of J-Bo- ard will somehow not be known by the
faculty, and Deans' staff empowered to hear their case in a Deans' Hearing? So...
Despite the weakness of J-Boa- rd's argument,
Despite the fact that Over 300 students signed the CJR-SG- A proposal which included the
removal of Deans' hearings,
Despite the fact that students on Campus Council are supposed to represent such student
opinions,
Despite the fact that numerous faculty members support the elimination of Deans'
Hearings,
Despite the fact that faculty representatives on Campus Council are supposed to represent
the faculty. ' ,
Despite the fact that at no faculty meeting were the faculty ever asked about the proposal,
"They were trying to educate
people in the severity of the hun-
ger problem in the world. They
were trying to make you think
about it and although some people
took it as guilt it was not really
meant to be a guilt complex."
Adam Geary "91
I L
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in spite of promises from at least one member of the Campus Council that such an
agenda item would be added,
Despite the fact that over ten years ago the Herring Report, created by several faculty
members on an ad-ho-c committee who worked for months on a variety of campus
problems, also called for the removal of Deans' Hearings,
Despite all of the above. Campus Council voted down the proposal for the elimination of
Deans' Hearings.
Currently another committee, once again appointed by the President, is looking into the
judicial system. What's the point? The recommendations of the last such committee were
ignored. Their months of hard work, their some 20 page proposal, were forgotten. Even if
Professor Jim Hodges' committee comes to the same conclusions, what good will it do?
What purpose will it serve?
Last year, during semester one, the SGA-CJ- R committee requested that the Deans' staff
and J-Bo- ard look at the cases that had been tried over the last ten years and try to determine
the types of cases that had been going to each body.
Was the Deans' Hearing process considered an easier one for accused students? If not, then
why was each and every case (7 total) in last semester's proceedings heard by a Dean or a
Deans' Hearing? Why did every single accused student who had the choice choose a Deans'
Hearing over another hearing body? Did they all, as J-Bo- ard suggested might be the reason
for avoiding J-Bo- ard, know all of its members? Or did they all wish to avoid a real punish-
ment, given out by a diverse and representative group of the campus, namely J-Bo- ard? .
With Campus Council's vote to overturn what the 300 students who signed the SGA-CJ-R
proposal asked for, they voted their willingness to run Campus Council as a system which
avoids soliciting student opinion (or ignores it when it is presented to mem).
With Campus Council's decision to permit Deans' hearings, they are, in effect, trivializ-
ing the Judicial Board and undermining its authority. They are overlooking the needs of the
campus, overlooking the importance of the decision, allowing the members of Deans' Hear-
ings to decide things that should not be decided by people connected with public relations at
the College, should not be decided by people whose opinions might be swayed by their own
superiors working on the same case. Rather, such cases should be decided by the Judicial
Board, a body which represents all three constituencies of the campus, a body which fairly
'represents the needs of the campis community. . ' "
Speak Yoer Mnimd
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"I think you should feel guilty
about other people in the world be-
cause of all the food and resources
we have here. If we share a lot
then little kids won't have to die."
Michelle McNally '93
How do yon feel about Soap and Bread's
method of saining snpport for their
gram? (Quotes were taken by Becky
son, Assistant Feature Editor; photos were
taken by Mike Pepper, Photo Editor.)
"I think that the idea is good. It
is kind of hard to make people
give up a meal, but I think ...their
attempting it is a pretty good idea.
Given the opportunity to do it, I
think it is good. The way they are
trying to do it gain support is
good because you really cannot
force people." Rochelle Barnes
91
"I feel that the signs are not ef-
fective. Basically, Soup and Bread
needs to put an emphasis on peo-
ple's conscience. People are not
paying attention to the signs."
Susan Isham 90
Page 4
Ali Mazrui raises important
questions about acculturation
MELPORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
I found the lecture of Ali Maz-
rui entitled "Indigenous Cultures
within Africa: How They View the
Universe" to be very enlightening.
After I heard his speech, I thought
how important it is to understand
the process of acculturation when
viewing the experience of the Afri-
can.
I encountered what I consider to
be an exceptional definition of ac-
culturation from my African-America- n
Folk Traditions course
last semester. According to Cathe-
rine Dunham, acculturation in-
volves the transplantation of a cul-
ture and tradition from the old
world to the new world. Old tradi-
tions confront the traditions of the
new world. Also, there is an
emergence of a new indigenous
culture.
The cultural values and practices
of the African came into conflict
with the Europeans' during coloni-
zation. For example, Mazrui
pointed out in his speech that the
role of the African women in the
family began to change as a result
of Western influence. Thus, a ma
jor role of the African woman was
to collect firewood. However, be-
cause of European influence, the
African woman has advanced to the
level of a typist. Mazrui also not-
ed that the African woman is more
free, but she is of less importance
to her society because of her role
change. Furthermore, Mazrui ad-
vocated creating a balance between
making African women free and
making the them beneficial to Af-
rican society.
I see both positive and negative
aspects to acculturation. I think it
is definitely positive that the Afri-
can has been able to keep his or
her own cultural identity and to
learn the European experience as
well. This attests to the fact that
Africans are, collectively, a strong
people. However, I think that it is
both shameful, as well as an ex-
pression of arrogance on the part
of the European, to impose their
cultural perspectives on the Afri-
can. Finally, I believe that if the
Europeans did not disturb the uni-
verse of Africans, the Africans'
lives would have been much more
peaceful. Africans would have
their complete heritage intact. This
illustrates that there is a limit to
disturbing the universe of others.
DOWNHILL SKI CLUB 89-9- 0
3 TRIPS FOR SECOND SEMESTER:
Saturday, Jan. 20: HOLIDAY VALLEY, N.Y.
PRICE: Members $45, Non-membe- rs $55.
A one day trip leaving early Saturday morning
and coming back late Saturday night.
Friday, Feb. 2 to Sunday Feb. 4: STOWE, VT.
PRICE: Members $150, Non-membe- rs $175.
Two days of skiing in Vermont for one low
price, and Saturday night in a Burlington hotel.
Friday, Feb. 16 to Saturday, Feb. 17:
SNOWSHOE, W.VA.
PRICE: Members $50, Non-membe- rs $60
A one day trip leaving early Saturday morning
and coming back late Saturday night.
3 TRIP PRICE: MEMBERS $245,
NON-MEMBE- RS $290.
SPECIAL PACKAGE RATE FOR ALL THREE
TRIPS: SKIING AT BELOW COST, $200.00
for members only.
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
Reduced rates on trips. Priority seating.
Attendence of ski club functions.
Access to official positions.
Dues are $15 for the year.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Chuck Hayes, C-17- 84, ext. 3806
Mike Callas, C-13- 09, ext. 3812
Alison Parsons, C-24- 52, ext. 3705
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"The Immigrant" addresses American
prejudices against foreigners
ALI STEELMAN
Staff Writer
The lights go down, the music
starts and an old picture of a small
Jewish boy appears. Gradually the
scene changes to images flashed
upon the screen of a tiny village
similar to those one would see in a
text book or the movie Fiddler on
the Roof. The place seems far off
and the people seem anonymous.
These are the feelings Mark Hare-li- k
hopes to dispel through his
play based on the life of his grand
The importance of marching
HANS JOHNSON
Staff Writer
Like lots of other people, I came
back from the Housing Now!
March in Washington this past
weekend with lots of memorabilia.
I bought a pin to commemorate
the awing experience of the AIDS
quilL I collected a pin and some
literature from the Vietnam War
memorial. In addition, I collected
some placards and pins supporting
a labor union of which I am a
member, a union which had a large
represemtation in the Housing
March. Of course, I and others
have to ask ourselves what all the
memorabilia means to us. But
most of all, we have to ask
selves why we go to Washington
to march in the first place.
The streets of D.C. are marked
in memory with so many millions
of footsteps. So many voices,
singly and in unison, have refract-
ed off the monuments and the sto-
ny facades of buildings. In my
lifetime alone, I recall massive
marches by civil rights propo-
nents, farmers, and pro-choi-ce ad-
vocates. There is a sense of tradi-
tion in the capital. So many peo-
ple have gone there chanting, sing-
ing, playing music, shouting,
driving their buses and tractors and
cars, walking arm-in-ar- m together
backing their causes.
But whether the participants in
these marches still live or have
died long ago, their causes still
matter. The causes endure even af-
ter the memorabilia has been rele-
gated to trunks, closets, and attics.
Causes survive because protest is
not only an issue of personal inter-
est but because protest is a re-
sponse to recurrent pain.
In part, when we march in
Washington, we march to honor
father.
From the first scene of Wednes-
day's performance one was drawn
into the life of the struggling im-
migrant, Haskell Harelik, who was
driven from his country by the po-
groms. He starts his life in Amer-
ica by trying to sell bananas in a
central Texas town near the turn of
the century.
Harelik (Scott Dixon) is be-
friended by the small town's bank-
er, Milton Perry (Brian B. Carter),
and his wife Ima (Lisa Lyn
Miksch) who help he and his wife
the pain of the marchers who have
walked those streets before us. In
part, when we march in Washing-
ton, we march to honor the pain
felt by us individually and by other
members of our own cause.
Marches end. And when march-
es end, the marchers resume their
lifestyles which for many are the
basis of their protest. This realiza-
tion was especially striking this
weekend. Most people who
marched against homelessness and
government neglect of poverty
were, like me, "going home'' from
D.C. Nevertheless, many of the
marchers, while fortunate to have
homes, do sense the significance
of and the urgency for action on
poverty and homelessness.
A woman from the small city of
Alliance, Ohio, whom I met at the
Housing March said, "People may
not think there are poor and home-
less in Alliance, but they're
wrong. I see it and deal with these
problems every day." The most
acute pains of a particular protested
problem may not be common to
all marchers. However, marching
calls us to sympathize with all
sufferers, to understand that a prob-
lem for some is a problem for all,
and to take action against the prob-
lem in our individual arenas.
Thus, we march to get in touch
with the pain others feel. We
march to highlight the problems
against which we protest, to under-
score or even to put the problem
on the national political agenda.
Also, perhaps most importantly,
we march to get inspired to act
against the problem in our own lo-
cal settings.
There are so many reasons for
marching. There are so many
causes to address. Indeed, even in
one march, delegations appear rep-
resenting several interests. These
groups, like unions, for example.
Leah (Lora Faye Koenig) establish
their lives in this country. The
scenes flow from incidents begin-
ning in 1909 to the present con-
cluding with a monologue by
young Milton (Andrew Nichol-
son).
Harelik's play is more than a
charming story however.
Through the lives of his characters
he sensitively addresses the preju-
dice America had for foreigners es-
pecially Jewish ones. Headdresses
see Immigrant: page 5
for a cause
often insert their own message like
a rider of a legislative bill into the
central message of the march.
However pressing our secondary
issues, it is key that we recognize
the core theme of protest for a
march whenever we take part
Saturday was a beautiful day in
Washington, and we enjoyed enter-
tainment from the likes of Tracy
Chapman, Stevie Wonder, and Los
Lobos. But we were not in D.C.
to be entertained. Like all march-
es, this Saturday's march for Hous-
ing Now! gave a feeling of solidar-
ity to its participants and a mes-
sage of the problem's direness to
the federal government
We were in Washington to
march. We went to honor Ameri-
ca's vital and dutiful heritage of
painful protest We went to raise
consciousness of the problems
faced by America's poor, hungry,
and homeless. We went to call for
federal aid and action on these
problems. We went to understand,
to be inspired. We went because
the opposite of action is apathy,
cruel neglect, and continued suffer-
ing.
If we do not march, who will?
Can we depend on others to call at-
tention to problems? There is no
one in D.C. to kick marchers off
the streets, to keep them off the
government's grass. We are all
supposed to be a part of that gov-
ernment . Therefore, we march to
affirm our rights of protest and
our roles as participants in the
government We march because
people, perhaps ourselves, are
hurting. Wer march because we
give a damn about such pain.
Why march? We inarch because,
despite the frustration of bureaucra-
cy, callous officials, and public
unconcern, we know it is right to
try to make a difference.
The Wooster Voice
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Opinion:
Feminists it
STEPHEN ROMBOUTS
Guest Faculty Writer
In defending their "Gender Rela-
tionships in Advertising" posters
(The Wooster Voice, October 6)
the students of Sociology 207
have assured the campus commu-
nity that they had no intention of
being anti-mal- e, but they apparent-
ly are not aware of how offensive
the posters might be to women.
Their message seems to be that
women shouldn't feel compelled to
conform to the expectations and
standards of others, but they clear-
ly try to impose their own stan-
dards on other women.
SPA: Prioritizing the
national agenda
Having just arrived back in
Wooster from attending the Hous-
ing NOW March in Washington,
D.C., I have become even more
conscious of the national priorities
of our present government. One
of the issues which immediately
came to my mind is our support of
the death squads in El Salvador. It
is easy to see the connection be-
tween the two, for once one denies
human rights in one area, excep-
tion becomes more and more the
rule of policy.
Since 1980, the Congress of the
United States has given more man
three billion dollars to prop up the
governing aristocracy in EI Salva-
dor. Since 1980, the death squads,
affiliated with the armed forces,
have murdered over 60.000 civil-
ians, including Archbishop Oscar
Romero. What makes the situa-
tion so urgent now is that the af-
filiation is no longer present: now
those who led the death squads
now govern the country.
ARENA, the present governing
party, was elected last year with
16 of eligible voters. Through
violent means, it has ruthlessly
suppressed all dissension, labeling
as "communist" those who fightr IF YOU LIKEYOU WILLIi.L. BEANLOVE
QUALITY OUTDOOR GEAR & CLOTHING
2719 FULTON DR. N.W., CANTON (ACROSS FROM AAA)
WEEKDAYS: 10 to 9, SAT: 10 to 6. SUN.: 12 to 5
452-632- 3
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impose their standards
In one instance, they cynically
make light of the portrayal of a
woman as "a dedicated mother." I
understand that dedication to moth-
erhood is unfashionable in some
circles, but the implicit sarcasm
is in poor taste. They also disap-
prove of ads that depict women as
teachers: their caption informs us,
"Yes, she's supposedly a teacher
(elementary level, of course! ").
All of this is gratuitous. While
they might claim that they are at-
tacking the stereotypes rather man
the women who fill those roles,
they logically would not object to
the stereotypes unless they found
the roles fundamentally unattrac- -
for basic human rights.
Robert White, former U.S. Am-
bassador to El Salvador, stated that
"ARENA is a violent Fascist party
modeled after the NAZIs." Since
their ascent to power, ARENA has
ceaselessly crushed human rights
workers, labor leaders, peasants
and students.
Despite ARENA'S record. Con-
gress is considering whether to
give $400 million more in aid to
the government, without seriously
questioning its brutal tactics in
implementing a police state.
Therefore, a coalition of college
and Wooster groups is taking pan
in a nationwide campaign entitled,
"Not a Dime for the Death
Squads." On October 14th, there
will be a "Cruise for El Salvador"
in which cars, marked with signs,
will drive through Wooster and
publicize the campaign.
The caravan will assemble at the
Westminster Church House at 10
a.m. tomorrow and finish close to
11:30 a.m. Next Tuesday, there
will be an educational video enti-
tled, "El Salvador in Crisis,"
which will be shown in the Lean
see SPA: page 12
tivc. And-wha- t does this say to
women - indeed, to our own stu-
dents at Wooster - who look for-
ward to careers in the home and in
education? The students of Sociol-
ogy 207 seem to be telling them
that some professional goals are
more worthy than others, and that
a woman whose interests are
oriented toward a traditional role
are settling for less. This insensi-tivit- y
is inappropriate in an insti-
tution that takes pride in its tradi-
tion of diversity.
One might ask if a bulletin
board really deserves this much at-
tention, but I believe that it does.
It is significant as an example of
Immigrant from page 4
the struggle many immigrants
went through to leave their coun-
tries and families and to try to in-
tegrate into a culture where many
times it felt as though there was
no place for them or their religion.
Harelik also brings up the ques-
tions faced by many immigrants.
When do you stop running? And
how much of what you believe in
do you sacrifice for the sake of
progress and freedom?
Director Cynthia Totten has
done a marvelous job. The cast
was well rehearsed and seemed
quite comfortable in their roles.
The costumes and Jewish practices
were obviously carefully researched
to the last detail. The accents,
Taking a look at
Have you ever thought that poli-
tics and political arguments can be
related to campus concerns? There
is one area to which they can be
applied.
Socialized medicine is one good
example. The arguments made for
socialized medicine are --
simple and easy to un-dersta- nd.
Ideally every-
one should receive the
same medical treatment
as everyone else. "Does
it really work?" People
would argue that it does,
but only if the program mm
of socialized medicine is
given enough money.
Advocates of socialized medicine
would argue that the government
takes away funding from socialized
medicine facilities, making it im-
possible for the program to suc-
ceed. These facilities need the
government to funnel more tax
dollars into the program in order
on other women
the lack of consideration displayed
by some people as they indulge
their own prejudices at the expense
of other members of the college
community. Those who are most
vocal in their demands for tolera-
tion can be among the most intol-
erant of all. They often become so
caught up in their vision of justice
for humanity that they are oblivi-
ous to the needs and feelings of
people.
In this case, the problem of in-sensiti- vity
could be avoided alto-
gether if feminists would try to
understand that their assumptions
are not universally accepted as in-
fallible truths. Feminists alienate
which can easily be carried off
poorly, were simply remarkable.
The makeup was, however, exces-
sive and mishandled on several of
the cast members.
The production moved at a com-
fortable pace from scene to scene
and there was a marked absence of
many (but not all) of the glitches
so often occurring in a first perfor-
mance, with only a few slight cos-
tume or prop difficulties.
Scott Dixon as Haskell Harelik
is excellent He so completely be-
comes Harelik that one can read it
in his eyes. Brian Carter as Mil-
ton Perry does a fine job of charac-
ter development with a difficult
the cons of socialized medicine
for it to prosper.
Now, let's bring the issue a
' little closer to home. In fact, let's
bring it all the way to Wooster. I
would argue that Wooster is a
small community. We, as stu-
dents, act as citizens of the state.
Campus
Politics
DARLA HAINES
We all pay taxes (tuition) which
contribute to the economic base in
our community (campus). We all
think the tuition we pay is high
enough. Hygeia is our clinic
(source of socialized medicine). If
socialized medicine is such a won
tt
others when they try to impose a
doctrinaire program on all women,
ignoring the fact that many wom-
en find the feminist agenda incom-
patible with their own values.
There will always be women who
find great satisfaction in being de-
dicated mothers or in pursuing ca-
reers or avocations that traditional-
ly have been associated with wom-
en, and they are certainly entitled
to make those decisions for them-
selves. There clearly is a need for
someone to speak up in defense of
their right to do so, but it is ironic
that we find it necessary to remind
the feminists that women are capa-
ble of independent thought.
part Lisa Miksch is quite profes-
sional in her portrayal of Ima Per-
ry, a deep character with many fa-
cets. Lora Koenig also does well --
with her part but should have
pulled out and capitalized further
on the strength of this character to-
wards the end of the show. The
performance does end however,
with a moving monologue realisti-
cally pulled off by Andrew Nichol-
son.
In all The Immigrant" is a well
prepared piece. The cast deals well
with the sensitive issues --the play
discusses. The production is im-
pressive and well worth going to
see.
derful thing, why do the majority
of people complain about the treat-
ment we receive at Hygeia? It is
the general opinion that if you are
really sick you should go into
town and see a "real doctor."
Now seriously, what does this say
about socialized medicine?
i Tm not trying to impose
my views on anyone. I
just meant to give you
something to think about
Those of you who are
proponents of socialized
medicine, I say, "Great,
wonderful!" I only ask,
"What are you going to do
to make Hygeia work?"
Clearly, if you are going to com-
plain, the least you can do is offer
an alternative. Being discontent
and sympathetic at the same time
has a ring of hypocrisy to it. If
you are outraged about something,
do something about it.
P r m r
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Lawmakers in Florida rebuff governer's call to restrict
abortion: After the Florida Supreme Court struck down a law restrict-
ing abortions, the state legislature rejected a call made by its governor
for tighter restrictions on abortion. The stand was hailed by abortion
rights advocates as a turning point in the battle over abortion as Florida
was not considered a strong pro-choi-ce state historically.
Biggest unrest in East Germany since 1953: Protesters
clashed with the police many times in East German cities during the past
week of demonstrations urging changes in the country's hard-lin- e system.
The Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev was in East Germany for the
fortieth anniversary celebrations of the Communist government while
the demonstrations look place.
Tens of thousands march for the homeless: 150,000 people,
estimated by the organizers, marched in Washington, D.C. last week for
the hope of ending homelessness in the U.S. The speakers, which in-
cluded Jesse Jackson, Governor Celeste and other celebrities, urged the
government to put back the millions of dollars cut from the budget for
fighting the problem.
Hungary swept with major changes: The Hungarian Commu-
nist Party decided to change its name to the Socialist Party and to reject
orthodox Marxism by an overwhelming vote last week. The changes re-
ceived criticisms from members of the Party who thought they had gone
too far.
U.S. government admits role in Panamian coup attempt:
Senior administration officials said that the American military had played .
a greater role in the Panamian uprising than it had previously acknowl-
edged. White House officials also admitted that the administration
handled the situation badly.
Nobel Peace Prize for '89 awarded: Dalai Lama, the exiled relig-
ious and political leader of Tibet, was named the winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize in recognition of his nonviolent campaign to end China's
domination over Tibet.
House votes to kill '88 Medicare Plan: A year after Congress
enacted the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act, expanded health benefits
for the elderly, the House voted to repeal the program. The Catastrophic
Coverage Act was seen as providing protection against financial catas-
trophe because of extended illness. The elderly were required to pay sur-
tax to help finance the plan and the reason for the repeal came form the
protests of more affluent older Americans who resented paying.
Israelis reject proposal on Mideast talks: The Israeli govern-
ment rejected an Egyptian proposal to convene preliminary Palestinian-Israe- li
talks in Cairo as a way of breaking the deadlock in the Middle
East. The move is said to have divided the Israeli coalition of Labor and
Likud on this key issue.
VS. jobless rate up to 5.2: As factory employment took its
biggest drop on nearly 7 years, the nations' unemployment rate went up
to 5.2, increasing 0.1 last month.
The Pope prays for a unified Korea: Around 650,000 Koreans
attended a Mass celebrated by Pope John Paul U in Seoul, South Korea,
praying for Koreans to reunite "in the joy of brotherly love."
. TV evangelist convicted on all accounts: Jim Bakker, who
built a multimillion-dolla- r religious empire, was convicted on all 24
fraud and conspiracy charges he faced, including that he used some of the
$158 million he collected from his followers to buy an air-conditio- ned
dog house and a fleet of Rolls-Royce- s.
Compiled from The New York Times,
Briefs from page 1- -
today at 4 p.m. in Scovel 205.
Davis, professor of geology and
Vice-Preside- nt of Business Affairs
"at the University of Arizona, is a
1964 graduate of the College. He
news
ONARAN
Writer
October 4-1- 1.
is the author of numerous papers
on structural geology and the text
Structural Geology of Rocks and
Regions.
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International Programs presents annual fair
The International Programs Of-
fice will present its third annual
fair of available programs for off-camp- us
study on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 18, in Lowry Pit from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Included in the fair will be repre-
sentatives from programs to which
you can transfer your financial aid,
such as Aberdeen (Scotland), Insti-
tute for European and Asian Stud-
ies (London, Vienna, Paris,
Nantes, Madrid, Nagoya, Singa
Blood Drive from page
mobile to promote blood drives on
campus as part of their small
house program.
According to Cropp, as of last
Saturday there was no publicity for
the blood drive. He stated in his
letter "I called Nancy Anderson in
Hygeia to confirm the date, but
last Saturday she did not know any
details of a visit." He did see a
sign-u- p sheet in Lowry on Tues-
day but stated, "that did not give
students and other members of the
community much of an opportuni-
ty to give blood."
Richardson House members re-
sponded to Cropp in a letter of
their own with copies sent to
SGA, the Voice and selected mem-
bers of the Deans' Staff. The.
members of the house stated that
they shared Cropp's concern for
Guldin and wished that they could
have accomplished more but they
had no knowledge of Guklin's con-
dition until two days prior to the
drive.
They also stated that they pre-
pared for the bloodmobile in the
usual manner by posting signs in
the residence halls and on bulletin
boards, among other things. They
also had the Domino's Noid visit
campus as part of their efforts.
According to Lisa Hunyadi,
blood services director, the Red
Homeless from page 1- -
Capitol concluding with a rally on
The Mall at Noon and returned
back on campus early Saturday
morning.
Amy Scatliff, who is involved
in on --campus organizations to end
hunger said, "It's important for
students to become involved such
as in the sleep-o- ut against hunger
in order to raise awareness, but
most important, is for students to
march to attempt to research feder-
al help to get something done to
end homelessness before it gets
out of proportion."
pore), PRESHCO (Cordoba),
Mathematics in Budapest, Urban
Studies in Portland, Philadelphia,
European centers, and many more.
Representatives from other pro-
grams will also be available to
talk with students. Take advantage
of this once-a-ye- ar opportunity to
talk with representatives and al-
ums of these programs to map out
your plans for the future. There
will be no obligation, just lots of
information and good contacts.
1- -
Cross was expecting to collect
about 200 units of blood for this
drive. However, last fall the Col-
lege community gave 94 units and
the goal had been 150. The mem-
bers of Richardson House pointed
out that the collection this year
was approximately the same as
last year and stated that if the Red
Cross was expecting a somewhat
higher count it was a "matter of
miscommunication that we are
working to correct."
In his letter, Cropp asked, "What
is the purpose of your having a
small house... a program
house.Jf one of the major respon-sibilit- es
of your group is not giv-
en much effort?" Hunyadi and
members of Richardson House
have already been in contact to re-
establish and strengthen ties with
the Red Cross which would give
them the necessary involvement to
fulfill their housing agreement
' Hunyadi has requested that the
program follow the proposal from
last year as well as add a few new
activities. Members of Richardson
House are responsible mainly for
helping to coordinate the Blood-mobi- le
visit on campus. They are
to "publicize the blood drive
through posters, mass mailings,
ads in the Voice and on WCWS as
well as direct mailings to former
for Humanity, and Willie Wright
who is in charge of a hunger pro-
ject in Cleveland and here on cam-
pus.
Forty students, seven of which
were Wooster High School stu-
dents, took part in a sleep-o- ut
from 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. Students
came complete with sleeping bags
to the grassy area in front of
Kauke facing University Street in
order to raise awareness of hunger
to residents of Wooster. With no
snack food and forty degree weath
Also available will be applica-
tions for off-camp- us study neces-
sary for all students planning on
studying off-camp- us during the
spring semester. The deadline, Oc-
tober 3 1, is quickly approaching.
First-ye- ar students, this is not
too early to start planning a se-
mester or a year of off-camp- us
study. Come see what's available.
Off-camp- us study is available to
all students regardless of discipline
or year.
donors" and help assist the Blood-mobi- le
while it is on campus.
Assistance is also to the two blood
drives each semester.
The program also involves work
with Emergency Disaster Relief
Service for people in need and to
assist the elderly. To promote the
presence of the Red Cross at the
College, house members plan to
to participate in the recruitment of
CPR, Water Safety and First Aid
instructors on campus.
The proposal submitted to gain
housing for the program stated,
"We feel that participating in a
program like the Red Cross and its
activities in the community de-
serve some type of on campus
presence and publicity."
Cropp also raised what he called
the "bigger issue" of "the effective-
ness of program houses in general
and some students not fulfiling
their obligations after receiving the
living situation they desire."
Richardson House responded by
stating that the "an overwhelming
majority (if not all) of student in-
volvement with the surrounding
community stems for small hous-
es. If it were not for these houses,
it is highly likely that the campus
involvement in the community
would fall to an unconscionably
low level."
er, students experienced
"homelessness" for one night and
reflected on how it felt to live un-
der these conditions.
Involvement continued October
6, when an estimated forty to fifty
people in three vans travelled to
Washington D.C. Each student
paid $15 for transportation and was
be required to supply their own
food. Arrangements were made for
students to stay overnight in a
church gym and on Saturday they
marched from the Pentagon to the
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"Ain't Misbehavin" will be performed at McGaw Chapel
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are required and available at
Lowry Front Desk.
Ain't Misbehavin' brings "Harlem
nightclubs and jazz music" to McGaw
Emily Silverman
Staff Writer , .
Only three short days from now,
the world of Harlem nightclubs
and jazz music will take over' the,
stage of McGaw Chapel when
"Ain't Misbehavin'" comes to
Wooster.
The performance is Tuesday, Oc-
tober 17, at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Tickets are available, free
for students and S3 for members of
ihe community, at. Lowry Center
f ront desk.
The show, a series of songs con-
nected by short dialogues, will be
presented by five performers, com-
plete with a new arrangement com
jr'
posed by Fats Waller, a national
musical figure of the 1920's and
30V.
"Ain't Misbehavin'" was origi- -'
nally conceived and directed by
Richard Maltby, Jr., along with an
actor named Murray Horwitz, who
was a fan of Fats Waller. It
opened off-Broadw- ay in 1978 at
the Manhattan Theater Club. The
original cast included now famous
performer, Nell Carter. The show
was an immediate success on
Broadway and won every award
possible.
In the words of the New York
Times , the music, dancing, and
singing should be "electrifying."
Gateway Inn
a.m. 4 p.m.
The Second
Wooster Record Show
Best Western
October 15, 10
Thousands of LP's, Imports,
CD's, Videos, T-shi- rts, Posters
$2 cover charge
Brought to you by: AM 960 WKVX
LP Sounds Westwood Connection
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"TTie Immigrant" receives rave reviews;
plays tonight and tomorrow
CHRISTOPHER ANGUS
Guest Writer
SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer '
We had the pleasure to be among
the first lucky viewers of "The Im-
migrant," a play written by Mark
Harelik, which is being performed
at The College of Wooster as part
of the forum series. The play
which is directed by visiting pro-
fessor Cynthia Totten, consists of
"a sensitive look at the problems
that faced Russian-Jewis- h immi-
grants who entered the United
States in the early part of the cen-
tury."
"The Immigrant" is a true story
about Haskel Harelik (Scott Dix-
on) a Russian Jew who fled the
Pogroms and other persecutions in
his homeland. He and his wife,
Leah (Lora Koenig) settle in the
small Texas town of Hamilton
where they are befriended by the
local banker, Milton (Brian Carter)
and his wife, I ma (Lisa Miksch).
Both couples experience the dilem-
ma of cultural diversity and even-
tually become friends. Andrew
'Nicholson is also cast as the son(
of Haskell and Leah.
The play was based on the life of
Haskell Harelik,' Mark Harelik's
grandfather. The play is written to
also showcase various photographs
from the Harelik family which are
shown on a screen throughout the
In and around Wooster
GALLERY TWO, ART EX-HIBIT...- It's
parent's weekend,
and you've done just about every-
thing you can think of with your
parents. What's next? For a
change of pace, take your parents
to Gallery Two, located at 148 N.
Walnut Street Here they can en-
joy the current exhibit of watercol-or- s
and oils by Thomas Zaugg and
ItaloBotti.
There are blown glass articles,
handwoven and handpainted scarves
and silk. There are also handcraft-
ed jewelry items made of sterling,
niobium, brass, copper, and paper.
The gallery will be open on Sun-
day, October 15, from 1 to 3 p.m.
Regular hours are Tuesday
through Saturday, 9:30 a.nv to
5:30 p.m., and Fridays until 9
p.m.
LOWRY ART EXHIBIT
Artists Kevin and Margaret Hluch,
play. These photographs provide
actual images of the people drama-
tized in the play.
We both have a fond apprecia-
tion for the theater, so the chance
to review this College of Wooster
production is a great opportunity
for us. Here's what we think:
SS: Before I say anything else I
want to plead with you to try to
see this play. It will enlighten
you. This is the first play I've seen
here due to the fact that I'm a first-ye- ar
student. I was so impressed
by this production. But first, 111
comment on the choice of the play
itself for the forum, "Citizens of
the Universe." I think the com-
plex issue of cultural diversity is
an issue to everyone in the uni-
verse. The production effectively
encompassed the strong feelings
between the differences in Jewish
and Christian beliefs, yet the
strong friendships formed a sur-
prising storyline. I enjoyed the
play so much because it was actu-
ally true.
CA: I thought this was an ex-
cellent show. The casting was
really accurately done. 1 have to
admit the --beginning slide show
dragged a'bft Bui after the play'
got underway, 'T was 'thoroughly-entertained- .
I thought that Scott
Dixon's and Lora KoenigY Jewish
accents were very welf interpreted.
I especially liked Dixon's song he
sang to his wife. He did a good
Ceramics and Textiles. Through
Saturday, October 28.
ART EXHIBIT: 1989 Faculty
Exhibition, MacKenzie Gallery,
Mpn.-Fr- i. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Through Monday, November 6.
GLCA NEW YORK ARTS
PROGRAM: Alvin Sher, Pro-
gram Director and Visual Arts Ad-
visor, will visit Wooster on
Thursday, October 19, to speak to
all students and faculty interested
in this program. He will be avail-
able for meetings with sutdents
from 4 to 7 p.m..
He will also present a slide and
video show in the art building, and
resume student interviews the rest
of the evening and next morning,
on October 20 from 8 until 9 a.m.
For complete details contact Wal-
ter Zurco, GLCA's campus repre
job on this hard accent
SS: I also agree that Dixon's and
Koenig's portrayal of the Jewish
couple was incredibly genuine.
Brian Carter, as the banker was a
winning choice for this role. He
was a stern yet kind at heart
.
Southerner. One very intriguing
point was when Carter caught
himself saying,"If you don't Jew
me, I won't Jew you," to Haskell
in a conversation. His reactions
were of embarrassment and regret
for saying this.
CA: I want to comment on the
set I liked how the set was built
on levels and the simplicity of it
was easy to look at One really
moving part of the story for me
was when before each time Leah
was ready to give birth, the two
men were discussing the broken
step on Haskell's house. Then in
one scene the Harelik's informed
Milton that they were naming one
of their sons after him. The hap-
piness in Milton's face brought
tears to my eyes. This was my fa--vor- ite
scene.
SS: There were also so many hu-
morous pans to this play: My fa-
vorite funny' 'scenes were' when
Leah and Ima we're taJkfng about
dogs and how they were treated
around Ima's hometown. Leah
said, "Gee, dogs had a pretty bad
see Dialogue: page 9 . ,
sentative, at the Visual Arts De-
partment
BAKRON SYMPH6NY OR-
CHESTRA: On Tuesday, Octo-
ber 17, the Akron Symphony Or-
chestra welcomes guest conductor
Roger Nierenberg and violinist
Paul Neubauer to the orchestra's
second subscription conceit of the
1989-9- 0 season. The concert will
take place at 8:15 in EJ. Thomas
Hall.
Nierenberg is the Music Director
of the Jacksonville, Florida Sym-
phony and the Stamford, Connecti-
cut Symphony Orchestra. Paul
Neubauer, at the age of 21, in
1984 became the youngest musi-
cian in the history of the New
York Philharmonic to occupy the
Principal viola chair.
For information, call the Akron
Symphony at 535-813- 1.
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Tracy Chapman explores the
It must be hard to follow up a
debut album like Tracy Chap-
man's. It propelled her from a per-
former on the street to a performer
in Amnesty International's global
Human Rights Now Tour with
Bruce Springsteen, Sting and Peter
Gabriel. Her album also .
served to bring folk mu-
sic more into the main-
stream,
The
paving the way
for performers like Mi-
chelle Shocked and The
Indigo Girls.
On her new release
Crossroads, Chapman
covers much of the same
lyrical ground she cov-ere- d
on her first album. The
themes of being hurt by love and
life in the inner city are prominent
throughout the record. In This
Time," Chapman sings of not let-
ting her emotions rule her any-
more.
And in "Subcity," one of the
best songs on the album, she ex-
presses the frustration of the poor
living with no relief. At one
point, she states, "I guess they
never stop to think We might not
.
just want handouts But a way to
make an honest living." She then
adds, Td like to give Mr. Presi-
dent my highest regards For disre-
garding me."
A new theme on this album deals
with the fear of sacrificing one's --
artistic integrity for success. In
songs like "Crossroads" and "All
That You Have is Your Soul,"
one can sense the anxiety which
Chapman's popularity has given
her. In the latter song, she sings
1
4 H
should be willing to compro-
mise."
Another strong track on the album
is "Freedom Now," a song dedicat-
ed to Nelson Mandela. The lyrics,
which inspired by her work with
Amnesty International, tell of
Mandela's power to unite the peo-
ple of South Africa. The song not
only calls for his freedom, but
"freedom for everyone."
Musically, this album is very
similar to Chapman's debut One
difference, however, is a more ex-
tensive use of new instruments like
the banjo, the mandolin and the vi-
olin. This added musical backup
gives many of the new songs a
richer sound than her previous ma-
terial. While Crossroads may dis-
appoint those hoping for a more
innovative sound from Chapman,
it is a guaranteed treat for any fans
of her earlier work.
Also Recommended: For anyone
began, it consisted of only nine
members and was meant to per-
form without a director. The en-
semble has grown to 23 members
and is now directed by Joanne Co-
hen.
Continuing the concert will be a
performance by the Wooster Chor-
us. The Chorus, a 58 member en-
semble directed by John Russell,
will perform four a capella songs.
Surrexit pastor bonus . by Orlando
Di lasso, is a melodic song of re-
joicing, translated as "the shep-
herd has arisen." Ride on King Je-
sus is a spiritual by Edward Boat-n-er
which features first-ye- ar tenor
Justin Matuna. Beati quorum via
is a tranquil and melodic song by
Charles Stanford, and O Clap Your
Hands is an upbeat piece by Or
"Crossroads"
who enjoys a little cynical humor
with their folkmusic, Ed Haynes
sings Ed Haynes is for you. I real-
ly know nothing about Ed Haynes,
except that he has some of the
most interesting lyrics I have ever
heard.
On this album, he sings
:i of the futility of war, Mik-- ,
hail Gorbachev and drink-
ing
s
his father's whiskey,
all in a completely deadpan
voice. Although Haynes
tends to border on bad taste
when he tackles such sub-
jects as child abuse and the
homeless, this album will
be a delight to all those
with a taste for out of the ordinary
material.
The Desert discs lists haven't ex-
actly been pouring in, but I have
received a few interesting entries.
So keep sending those lists to
Chris Ruch, Box 2619. If you
have a hard time with five, send
ten and 111 pick my favorite ones.
And now here's the winner for this
week:
Rowly Bracken's
Five Desert Discs:
1. Weird Al Yankovich- -
'Weird Alin3-D- -'
2. Public Enemy-- ,
It Takes a Nation of Millions .to
Hold Us Back
3. Paul Simon
Graceland
4. Jackson Browne
World in Motion
5. Lou Reed
Walk on the WUd Side
lando Gibbons. .
Next, Brenda Troxtell and Jim
Doering will be performing a pia-
no duet, and the concert will be
ended with a performance by the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble. The Jazz
Ensemble, directed by Jeff Lind-ber- g,
will be performing a variety
of pieces. Threshold, by Pat Wil-
liams, is a piece originally written i
for studio orchestra and jazz en-
semble. This song will be per-
formed with the help of extra
woodwinds and brasses, including
senior Sabra Aaron on flute, and
first-ye- ar students Steve Collins
and Diana Wolf on trumpet. Next,
the ensemble will perform My
see Concert: page 9
Music department offers concert
for Parents' Weekend
ALLIE KULOW
ArtsMusic Editor
The College of Wooster music
department will be presenting a
concert in McGaw Chapel on Sat-
urday, October 14 at 7:30 p.m.
This conceit will feature the
Wooster String Ensemble, Woost-
er Chorus, a piano duet and the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble.
The String Ensemble, directed
by Joanne Cohen, will open Satur-
day's concert with a Handel Con-
certo G rosso. This piece will fea-
ture soloists Christopher Menarich
and Jean Lester on violin and Ken-dr- a
Denson on cello. The Wooster
String Ensemble is a relatively
new group, having begun only
three years ago. When the group
of the advice her mother gave her
to not be "tempted by the shiny ap-
ple," and to never sell her soul
away. And in the title track, she
seems to be speaking to record ex-
ecutives when she sings, "All you
folks think you run my life Say I
Big
Music
CHRIS RUCH
OCmWTMCNT STORES
HOTELS OAS CM MC1VTAIS
KCMKtS MO 0 SUH.0
VOUM CHCD4T HAT1MO
32 GUARANTEED!
COLO CARD
VISAMASTERCARD
CUAJIAMTICO It SUC
OH MONEY BACK
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Chinese Magic Revue performs
acrobatics, comedy, magic, and more
ALLIE KULOW
ArtsMusic Editor
On Friday, October 13, the Chi-
nese Magic Revue will perform in
McGaw Chapel. This ensemble
performs sensational Chinese acro-
batics, comedy, balancing feats,
Kung-F- u, Chi-Kun- g, Chinese tra-
ditional dances, magic and much
more. This performance is sched-
uled to include the Balancing Fan-
tasy, Lion Dance, Village Chop-stic- k
Dance, Chinese Magic, the
Tower of Chairs, the Human Pyra-
mid, Pagoda on Bicycle and a
grand finale, to name some of the
features.
The West has been fascinated by
the Orient, and the Chinese Magic
Revue offers a breathtaking
glimpse into this exotic culture.
Most of the acts of this show have
been an integral part of Chinese
culture for more than 2,000 years.
The grace and precision of the ac-
robats is a result of years of dedi-
cated training and discipline. This
training begins almost in the
cradle, as infants grow up watch-
ing their parents contort, leap and
sail through the air.
Formal training begins at the
age of four or five, when the chil-
dren are taught to observe their eld-
ers carefully. Next, there are three
schools which deal with the aits in
Taipei. The first school deals with
dance, the second, Chinese Opera,
and the third with Acrobatics.
Here the children will spend at
least four hours a day learning and
Vwm can Wm
mm
.via' m
mmtr CVCM vou MC NEW M CWOIT t HAVE
TUHHCO DOWN KFOW
iximn orjo0
CMTEHTMMMtWT fMtaOCMCV CASH
ncKcra mstwimmts
Andrews Library
Schedule of Hours for Fall Break
Friday, October 20
Saturday, October 21
Sunday, October 22
Monday, October 23
Tuesday, October 24
practicing, so that by the age of 14
or 15 their art has become a part of
their daily lives. Through tradi-
tion, Chinese acrobatics demon-
strate the achievment of perfection
through finding harmony between
mind and body, an ancient concept
of the Orient. The show will also
feature Kung-F- u and Chi-Kun- g,
demonstrations that seem to defy
physical laws. The Chinese attrib-
ute this to the cultivation of
"Chi roughly translated as "inner
strength" or "life energy."
In 11 years of existence, the
Chinese Magic Revue has traveled
worldwide, performing in places as
far as Southeast Asia, Central and
South America, Europe, the Mid-
dle East and Africa, as well as the
United States and Canada. In
1986, the National Association for
Campus Activities awarded the Re-
vue the Campus Entertainment
Award for Major Performances in
the Performing Arts. They also
traveled with Liberace for three
years, playing Las Vegas. Lake
Tahoe and Reno.
The Chinese Magic Revue
promises to feature some of the
most dazzling displays ever seen.
Admission is free to College of
Wooster students and siblings, and
tickets may be obtained at the
Lowry front desk. ' Parents, faculty
and staff may also purchase tickets
prior to the show. This perfor-
mance is brought to the college
through the Student Activities
Board and Dean of Students.
A . GARSEAU
.StiMtoat bnimPO BOX t30M SUNRISE. Ft 33313
KN WmimiirCwd
COOKS
TllTlOM
STATE Z
HOME
soc sccunmr --j
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
noon - 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
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Forecast plays at
The Underground tonight
KEN SWOPE
Staff Writer
The band Forecast, a six-pie- ce
fusion-jaz- z group, will be in con-
cert at The Underground this Fri-
day, October 13, from 10 p.m. un-
til 2 am. There is a SO cent cover
charge for the event, sponsored by
SAB.
The band is comprised of Marc
Johnson on saxophone; Lem Ad-
ams, vibes; Dave MInillo, key-
boards; Gary Stevenson, bass;
Noah King, drums; and Carmen
Barth on guitar.
The band plays a variety of mu-
sical styles ranging from popular
fusion-jaz- z material to their own
brand of funk, rock, reggae, and
pop music.
The band has been in existence
for six years and has built up a
strong local following by playing
clubs such as Peabody's Down Un-
der, Club Isabella, Maxwell's, Lin-dey- 's
and Station One. Forecast
has opened for national acts includ-
ing Earl Klugh, Bob James, and
Stanley Turrentine and played in
larger venues such as the Front
Row Theatre (Highland Heights) ,
Blossom Music Center (Cuyahoga
Falls), Music Hall (Cleveland),
Ohio Theatre (Columbus), and The
Breakaway (Akron).
The band is also currently pursu-
ing its first recording contract
FAR CAST AUDIO
AUDIO VIDEO TV AUTO SOUND
.222 W. Liberty St.. Wooster. Ohio 44691
(216) 2642161
FEATURING HIGH QUALITY AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS FHOM
YAMAHA SONY JVC
HOME SPEAKERS
POLK AUDIO
BOSE
AUTO SOUND ;,
PIONEER JVC
POLK AUDIO
On premise installation available
We repair most brands of stereo equipment
Check out our compact disk selection
Complete fine of audio and video accesories
including MaxeH, TDK and DENON tapes
OPEN MONDAY, TUESDAY and FRIDAY NIGHTS
PART TIME
EXCELLENT PAY
FLEXIBLE HOURS
Wooster client needs people with bright
personalities and good phone skills to help
market products to recreational business
customers. Professional office environment.
CALL TODAY!!!
SHANNON TEMPORARY SERVICES, INC.
(216) 264-300- 1
(614) 622-260- 0
SAB brings
Even before the vibrations from
the sounds of Trouble Funk, a
group which rocked the Campus
last weekend have fully died down,
SAB in its relentless, but much
appreciated attempt to keep us en-
tertained, will this Parents Week-
end, October 14 at 9 p.m. bring
The Basics to Mom's Trucks top
for a spotlight showcase.
Hailing from Cleveland, the trio
of Elbert Webb ( drums, vocals ),
a 19-ye- ar veteran who has played
on both coasts - New York
"Lone Star Cafe" and San Francis--
Dialogue from page 7- -
time there." Also Carter's con-- i
stant tripping on a broken step
was hilarious. Ima's insistance on :
drinking a glass of wine at the
Harelik's Sabbath celabration even
though it was "against her relig-
ion" was also funny.
'CA: One really funny part also
was the explanation Haskell gave
for an artichoke. I love artichokes!
The next thing I really want to
comment on is Ima. Lisa Miksch
brought so much insight to this
role. In the end she aged so well.
Her makeup and her hair were done
excellently. Her reactions in the
ONE
HOT
DEAL.
Get 2 10
chesse Pizzas
for only
$6.99
For additional toppings
$.99 covers both pizzas
264-980- 0
423 E. Liberty
The Basics
co's "Town House" - and in vari-
ous other parts of the country;
Bill March ( bass guitar, vocals ),
a Juliard College graduate who has
played with such music greats as
Jonah Koslen and the Heros and
Beau Coup; and Stephen Tuma
(guitar, vocals) is the newest
member of the group, but also has
had 17 years of experience in the
music industry.
Steve has an extensive bluesjazz
background, which the group has
found to be invaluable. The group
plays pop, classic rock, and its re
end when Milton was dying were
.riveting.
SS: HI conclude by, saying this
powerful production must have had
some remarkable guidance under
director Cynthia Totten. I was im-
pressed by the profesional quality
of "The Immigrant." I can't wait
.
'for the next College of Wooster
production. Ill be there, front
row!
C A : Tm also hooked! Schmultz,
a word meaning dirt, that Haskell
used all the time in the play, keeps
going through my mind. Ill prob-
ably have it as a permanent word
Concert from page 8 1
Man Quincy, written for Quincy
Jones by Al Cobine. Miles Sim-
mons, sophomore vocalist from
Colorado, will be featured singing
I'd Give a Dime for a Dollar by
Eubie Blake and The Lady is a
Tramp. The Jazz Ensemble will
- Page 9
Olsen presents drawings entitled
"American Prairie Plants'9 -
NEWS SERVICES
An opening reception for the ex-
hibition of drawings entitled
"American Prairie Plants" by Pro-
fessor George Olsen will be held
in MacKenzie Gallery in the Sev-
erance Art Building this Monday
from 4 to 6 pjn. The exhibit will
run from October 14 through No-
vember 13. The reception and ex-
hibit are free and open to the pub-
lic.
The exhibit includes approxi-
mately 20 drawings and watercol-or- s
with the primary focus being
American prairie plants. Olsen
i has selected many of his subjects
for bis work from the prairie rem-
nants, fields and road banks in
north-centr- al Illinois, where the
to Mom's
pertoire includes songs by The
Beatles, Elvis, Bruce Springstein,
The Temptations, ZZ Top, Dire
Straits and many others, so bring
your parents along and allow
them to reminisce about their ear-
lier years as they listen to songs
from the 60s and 70s.
In their own words, they are "a
auiA lukk u ivf wuu uui wijfluuu
on a good time for our audiences."
They promise to be a lot of fun,
so make a date with Mom's and
don't forget it. Bring your folks. ,
in my vocabulary now. I was real-
ly impressed by The Immigrant.
You really cannot afford to miss
this play! The Wooster students
involved in this play, both on
stage and back stage have extreme-
ly valuable talents that benefit the
whole campus. The play is exe--
'
.
.a a - I
cuiea wcu ana proves 10 oc dou
nfrrtaininor aivf educational. The
Immigrant is running this week-
end, Friday. October 13, at 8:15
pjn. and Saturday, October 14, at
8:45 pin, in Freclander Theater. ;
. Call tKn Wv nffim fnr tirk in--
fnrmarim al 9711. V.- - '";
conclude with Moten Svjin 9 hv
Buster and Benny Moten.
This performance is free of ad-
mission, and has been scheduled to i
. permit those who are interested to '
also attend the performance of
"The Immigrant," at 8:45 pjn.
artist spends part of each year, and
from the restored prairie at the
Stark County Wilderness Center in
Ohio.
While some of the cultivated
prairie species depicted will be
familar to American viewers,
many of the plant names will be
decidedly unfamiliar and should
evoke a whole range of colorful as-
sociations and images. Examples
include Compass Plant, Rattle-
snake Master, Rosin Weed, Sweet
Joe-Pye-We- ed, Indian Hemp and
Prickly Pear Cactus. .
This fThiViitirtn will serve as a
preview of Olsen's larger spring
1990 exhibit at the British Mu-
seum (Natural History) in London.
It also marks the first time that
American prairie plants have been
his primary focus in an exhibition.
Ii
J
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Students design their own majors Rushing plans set; sections
to fit needs and interests and clubs attract first-year- s
JENNIE FABENS
Staff Writer
Besides the several majors of-
fered at the College of Wooster,
many students take advantage of
the opportunity of designing one's
own major. The process involves
choosing all the classes a student
feels would be useful for the ma-
jor, and then submitting the pro-
posal to a special committee for
review. It is a fairly popular op-
tion that the College thoroughly
supports. Here are four students
who have gone through that pro-
cess.
ANN GUINANE: Guinane is
a junior at the College and is in
the process of designing her major.
Her plan combines physical edu-
cation with education and includes
some classes from the psychology
department. She has plans to
coach and to teach physical educa-
tion at the high school level.
To decide what classes would be
best for this proposed major, Gui-
nane looked at what other colleges
that have this major require and
pieced together the classes that
would be worthwhile to her.
Some classes include anatomy and
physiology, exercise physiology
and special education.
For her I.S. Guinane plans to
study the psychological effects of
physical education on students.
She would like to look into her
own physical education program
which would emphasize the in
Network provides
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Staff Writer
This year, the opportunities for
students to become involved with
volunteer programs have never
been better. The main reason for
this is the Wooster Volunteer
Network.
The Network, co-chair- ed by
Amy Scatliff and Amy Kalter-mar- k,
is an "umbrella organiza-
tion" which represents all the vol-
unteer programs at the College. It
helps in coordinating service pro-
jects between volunteer organiza-
tions, in addition to recruiting ex-
tra helpers for projects and keeping
the campus informed of volunteer
opportunities. So far, the Net-
work has helped to organize the
Volunteer Fair, the Options Fair,
the Housing Now march, and the
volvement of all students in P.E.
activities, regardless of ability.
Like other students who are de-
signing their own majors, Gui-
nane feels that "the process is diffi-
cult, but in the long run you get
the degree that you want, so it's
worth it."
LISA ZINK- - SEAMAN: Zink-- S
earn an is a pre --occupational ther-
apy major who has designed a 3-- 2
year program. She is looking
toward Washington University in
St. Louis to be her cooperating
school. Her program includes
science and psychology. To decide
what classes she would need, Zink-Seam- an
took the prerequisites
from the occupational therapy
school that she is interested in.
Those include anatomy and vari-
ous psychology courses, as well
as chemistry and biology classes.
This is her last year at Wooster,
as she hopes to attend Washington
University next year, where she
will complete an independent study
program. After a successful year
there, Zink-Seam- an will be able
earn a B.A. from Wooster and will
begin a two year Master's program
at the University.
JIM PAPP: Papp is a junior
who plans to enter the field of
physical therapy. He designed his
major to include a lot of science
and psychology, both of which are
prerequisites for physical therapy
school, which he hopes to attend
when he graduates from Wooster.
students with volunteer outlets
sleep-ou-t.
Every campus volunteer program
has a representative to the Net-
work. These representatives then
elect, from among themselves, an
executive committee. In addition
to the committee, the Network has
project heads for each of the 1 1
"areas" on which the organization
focuses. The areas are: the dis-
abled, elderly, environment, gen-
eral concerns, health, human
rights, hunger and homelessness,
race relations, religious issues,
women's issues, and youth recrea-
tion and education.
In order to become a project
head, one must submit an applica-
tion which can be obtained at the
Network office. The executive
committee then interviews the can-
didates and makes the final
In addition to using graduate
school prerequisites to plan his
courses, Papp based his major on
past pre-physic- al therapy majors at
Wooster.
His major is a fairly popular one
here; often, one or two people
graduate with this specialized ma-
jor in a year. The field of physical
therapy is popular and is becoming
more competitive, so Papp has a
back-u- p plan to attend dental
school. When he came to Woost-
er, Papp had a vague idea that this
is what he wanted to do. He
settled on this plan at the end of
sophomore year.
DEBBIE COSS: Coss' major
combines the fields of biology and
psychology with the goal of ex-
plaining behavior through biolo-
gy. Working with the heads of
both of these departments, she de-
signed a major that concentrates
evenly on each of these fields of
study.
Her Junior Independent Study
was through the psychology de-
partment, and her Senior Indepen-
dent Study, in which she is study-
ing the neurological disorder Par-
kinson's Disease, is through the
biology department.
That experience will prove use-
ful, as her career goal is to. go into
neuTosciehce of to become a doc-
tor. Biopsychology is- - a growing
field, which currently has many
openings, so Coss will be part of
ihe forefront of the field.
As of now, applications have
only been submitted for three of
the areas- - environment, hunger and
homelessness, and women's is-
sues. Applications are still being
accepted during the next two
weeks. You can send your appli- - j
cation through campus, mail, or
place it directly in the Network's
mailbox.
The organization, formerly called
Wooster Community Action
(WCA), changed its name this
year to the Volunteer Network in
order to make its function more
obvious. According to co-- .
'
chairman, Amy Kaltenmark, the
WCA was getting lost in the maze
of other three-lett- er organizations
at the College. The Network
hopes to be more visible to the
college community under its new
name.
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Staff Writer
Wooster's fall rush has begun.
The six clubs and seven sections
are hosting various socials, both
formal and informal, until the end
of November. At this time, the
bidding process will begin. Each
organization will have two rushes,
all of which are to be dry.
The Epsilon Kappa Omicron's
(EKO) began the rush process with
their formal this past Monday in
Compton's main lounge at 8:30.
There, prospective pledges met the
club members. The second rush
will be held on Monday, October
30 at 8:30. It's theme will be
"Rush to the Border" and will fea-
ture a Mexican fiesta.
Chi Omega Psi (Chios) had their
first informal rush at 8:00 last
Wednesday in Babcock's main
lounge. It's theme was
"Individuality." Their second rush,
which is still being planned, is
scheduled for Wednesday, Novem-
ber 1.
Yesterday at 8:30, Alpha Gam-ma"P- hi
(Alpha Gamms) hosted
their first rush at the Westminster
Church House on College Avenue.
The second rush is on Thursday,
November 2.
' The Pi Kappa's (Peanuts) will
held their first informal meeting in
Compton's main lounge from 8 --
10:00 on Monday, October 16.
Their second rush is scheduled for
Thursday, November 9. The 13
member club plans to invite 12 --
15 women to pledge.
The College's newest club, Delta
Phi Alpha, is holding their first
informal rush in the Holden base-
ment lounge on Tuesday, October
17 at 7:00. The second rush, on
Tuesday, November 7, will be
more formal.
JB Typewriter
345-740- 5
8- -5:30 Daily
9- - 2 Saturday
Zeta Phi Gamma (Zetas) has its
first rush from 8 - 10 in Comp-
ton's main lounge on Wednesday,
October 18, featuring homemade
food. Their theme is "Come meet
the Zeta Phi gourmets." The
Zeta's next rush on Wednesday,
November 8, will be by invitation
only.
The section rushes began last
Monday with the Kappa Chi's
(Krappers) first rush. Their sec-
ond rush is scheduled for Tues-
day, October 31.
The Phi Delta Sigma's (Sigs)
held their tirst rush last Tuesday,
and their second rush is scheduled
for Wednesday, November 1.
On Wednesday, the first Beta
Kappa Phi (Betas) rush was from
5:30 - 7:30 p.m. in Galpin Park.
The meeting featured a cookout,
music, volleyball, and free-sty- le
frisbee. The second rush, on
Thursday was more formal. They
plan on accepting 15-2- 0 new
members.
The first informal rush for. the
. Omega Alpha Tau's was on Thurso
day. The second, is scheduled for
Tueday, November - t- -: n i,i u
Phi Omega Sigma (Omegas) is
hosting its first meeting in the1
third section lounge at Armington
at 7:30, featuring ribs and chicken
and a home movie about the sec-
tion The second rush, on Wed-
nesday, November 8, will be a
question and answer session.
The cd-e- d Kappa Phi Sigma's
(Crandalls) had its first rush on
Tueday-an- d its second will be on
Thursday, No ember 9. The time
and place is to be announced later.
Both rushes are informal.
Lastly, the Phi Delta Sigma's
(Delts) will have its tirst rush on
Wednesday, October 18 and its
next one on Monday, November
13. ...
Service & Sales
Authorized Service For'
SMITH CORONA
IBMSWINTEC
ADLER
Supplies For
IBM'BROTHER
ROYAfSWINTEC
SMITH CORONA
PANASONIC
CANNON'AND MORE
2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691
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Recently, I chose the picture of
my face and upper torso that
would go into the yearbook. Out
of six, equally hated representa-
tions of my persona, I chose the
one with a pathetically teeth y
smile and anxiously hunched
shoulders.
Needless to say, I la-
bored over this decision.
But I wouldn't have la-
bored so much if I hadn't
read the sales pitch en-
couraging me to invest
in my face. The heart-grabbi- ng
notion was
730 p.m.
Tuesday
8:15 p.m.
On My
Mind
DAVE COOGAN
that the chosen picture
would single handedly
represent a significant four year
period of my life The picture
would represent my college career
to my friends, family and my fu-
ture friends and family. The last
time I made such a pretentious de-
cision was in high school, the
other significant four year period
of my life.
I had no idea what facial expres-
sion I wanted in my high school
yearbook. However, I did know
that I wanted my yearbook picture
to be different I didn't want a soft
lit, blemishes removed, bogusly
posed, surrounded by nature pic-
ture. I also didn't want a "Dave
and his drumset" picture, or a
Friday
730 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
10.-0-0 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Saturday
730 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
1 1 :00 p.m.
Sunday
The Kitting Fields Maleer
Chinese Magic Review McGaw
One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest Maleer
Forecast Underground
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Mateer
Spotlight Showcase-Th- e Basics Mom's
The Kitting Fields Mateer
DJ Jocelin Malono Underground
Alamo Boy
Ain't Misbehaving
imiiinii
"Dave trying to look like a stud"
picture.
I told the seasoned portrait photo-
grapher that I wanted something
creative. Although she obeyed my
request, I was disappointed with the
results. When it came down to
choosing between one of the
"creative" shots and one of the
"normal" shots, I picked one of the
"creative" shots. Fortunately, I
realized at the last minute that the
picture I had chosen was flawed. In
the picture, I wore a cheesy, thin,
black leather tie, but that wasn't
the flaw:
In the picture I leaned against the
side of a white house. With my
head turned casually to the left, the
sun created a shadow of my nose
that was bigger than my entire
face. Was this the lasting image I
wanted?
Even after I chose a. more
"normal" shot, I felt like I had
Mateer
McGaw
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Will the real Dave please step forward? Ski Club establishes 89-9- 0
made the wrong decision. I should
have been jubilant: I had maneu-
vered around a major obstacle in
the potentially embarrassing realm
of high school; choosing the pic-
ture that everyone would remember
me by. What was wrong? Why
j was I constipated with anx-
iety?
The problem was that I
didn't know what a lasting
image should look like.
Should the perfect year-
book picture make me look
. "perfect?" Should the per- -
feet yearbook picture make
I me look smart, serious and
together? Should I have
chosen the shot that would have
made women want me and guys
want to be like me?
It's always been hard for me to
pick a public image that I am
completely comfortable with. The
laboring is probably done in vain,
because after all, a picture of me is
a picture of me. I only hope that
you don't remember me by the pa-
thetically teethy smile and anx-
iously hunched shoulders alone.
There is also the incriminating,
squinty-eye- d, cocky grinned shot
on this page. Both have traces of
reality, but they have no doubt
been manipulated. Will the real
season, oners tnree ski trips
STEPHANIE ZACHARY
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Ski
Club is entering its third year of
existence and has been known as
one of the largest non-academ- ic
clubs on campus. The ski club of-
ficers have been spending numer-
ous hours organizing what will
be some excellent trips for the
1989-9- 0 season. All the trips are
being offered well below normal --
cost, including a package deal for
members, consisting of all three
trips for one low price.
This year we are offering three
wonderful opportunities to get off
campus and meet new people. We
will have two one-da- y trips to
Holiday Valley, N.Y.,and Snow-sho- e,
W.V. As in the past years,
we will be traveling once again to
one of the world's best ski resorts,
boasting the best cross-count- ry fa-
cilities in the East and situated
near UVM-Sto- we, VT. This
weekend trip consists of two full
days of skiing and has provided
loads of fun for all who have at-
tended in the past
There are absolutely no prerequi-
sites to go on these trips. Ski
club is open to all levels of abili-
ty, regardless of age, sex, race,
creed, national origin or citizen-
ship. We also provide transporta-
tion for people who live in the are-
as and who would like to go home
or visit friends for a day or a week-
end.
One does not have to be a mem-
ber to go on these trips. However,
members have many benefits:, re-
duced rates on all trips, priority
seating, attendance at ski club
functions, eligibility to hold offi-
cial positions and the option to
purchase our special package deal.
This package deal, which has never
before been offered, is being made
possible by the ski club fund rais-
er. We hope that the campus will
support us in this effort to make
skiing affordable.
Ski season will be here before
we know it If you would like to
get involved with The College of
Wooster Ski Club and want more
information, please contact any of
the following people: Chuck
Hayes, Mike Callas, Alison Par-
sons, Denison von Maur, Stepha-
nie Zachary, Sarah Tompkins or
Mark Braunsdorf.
Dave please step forward?
Harassment policies a First Ammendment violation?
Over the past year, there appears
to be a renewed debate going on
throughout college and university
campuses concerning whether
strict college policies regarding ra-
cial and sexual harassment are in
contradiction with the First
Amendment At stake is to what
extent racism and sexism will be
tolerated on college cam--
puses.
It is important to note
that it is not illegal to
be a racist or sexist in
this country, so why do
colleges have the right
to limit an individual s
right of free speech? If Wooster
and other colleges truly want a di-
verse atmosphere, then they
should encourage all types of ideas
and opinions as opposed to re-
stricting a few. This logic may be
appealing to some, but it is essen-
tially flawed by assuming what
type of education colleges strive
for.
Education at the college level,
and at all levels, must assume that
it is possible to learn from all rac
es, sexes, nationalities and sexual
orientations. We, as a community
of students, professors and admin-
istrators, come together to learn
from each other and about each
other.
It is impossible for this type of
education to occur if there is a feel-
ing by an individual or a group
that one race or sex is inferior in
any way to another. Any racial,
Dream House
TOM WEBSTER,
REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE MEN OF DREAM-HOUS-E
ethnic, sexist or anti-Semit- ic ep-
ithets or attitudes prevent true edu-
cation from taking place and there-
fore cannot be tolerated at an insti-
tution of higher learning. It will
prevent a certain level of educa-
tional attainment because the
group who is the recipient of the
discrimination may be intimidated
from pursuing a full education.
Also, people who have discrimina-
tory attitudes will not allow them-
selves to learn from a group of
people to whom they feel superior.
Therefore, if an individual demon
strates that he or she cannot re-
spect all the means of education at
a college, then that individual can-
not have the respect to remain in
the close-kn- it college community.
Imposing the fear of expulsion
or penalty everytime people want
to speak their mind is not the best
way to combat attitudes' of dis--
crimination, but making
people think about their at-
titudes is one way for peo-
ple to understand how de-
structive and unproductive
racism and sexism actually
are. These policies are not
! a substitute for education.
but rather they establish the
ground rules so that education may
take place. If someone cannot fol-
low the rules, then they cannot
participate in the activity.
The next time you read your
Scot's Key, be aware of the new
and improved policies concerning
racial and sexual harassment, and
remember that you are a member
of a community where you have
certain responsibilities, and you
are expected to behave in a respect-
ful manner in order to promote
Page 12
The myth of contraceptive choice
The myth of contraceptive choice
Catherine Luce & Julie Gutowski
Since the Pill was first marketed
in 1960, the pharmaceutical indus-
try has led American women to ex-
pect that the introduction of new,
better, safer forms of birth control
was imminent. Yet birth control
options have actually de--
clined in the intervening
thirty years and very few
new methods are being
marketed in the United
States today. Many ex-
isting methods present
a significant health risk
to the over 35 million American
women who need them.
The inventor of the Pill, Dr.
Carl Djerassi, has stated that "no
fundamentally new method of con-
traception. ..will be available in the
United States for ten to twenty
years." Much of the problem is
the unwillingness on the part of
pharmaceutical companies and
medical research to expend any en-
ergy and money on the develop-
ment of new birth control meth-
ods. Only three companies in the
U.S. today are researching new
methods of birth control, as com-
pared to thirteen in the 1970's.
The obstacles they cite are in-
creased liability for lawsuits and
poor return on investments. The
landmark Dalkon Shield case with
its $2.48 billion settlement
showed decisively that pharmaceu-
tical companies were responsible
fjor some of the health risks they
imposed on women with their
products. Also, it usually takes
twelve years and about $100 mil-
lion to develop a drug and take it
to the market, and the FDA has
stiff requirements for drugs intend-
ed for healthy people.
However, there is more to this
issue than the costs and the risk of
lawsuits. America is a country
with a long history of patriarchal
values and morals. Part of that
system of belief is that intercourse
should not be a source of enjoy-
ment but solely for the purpose of
reproduction. Truly "moral" peo-
ple would have no need for contra-
ception. Part of the agenda of
Ms. Conceptions
KATHERINE LUCE & JULIE GUTOWSKI
REPRESENTATIVES OF
WOMEN'S ISSUES HOUSE
many Pro-Li- fe groups, particularly
Operation Rescue, is the abolition
of not only post-concepti- on meth-
ods of birth control such as the
I.U.D and the progestin pill, but
of all contraception methods, save
for the rhythm method and absti-
nence.
Pressure from these groups in-
fluences European companies not
to market new contraceptive prod-
ucts in the U.S. While there have
been no new active ingredients add-
ed to birth control pills produced
in the U.S. since 1960, three new
ingredients have been introduced in
Europe, in this decade alone.
Women in France have access to
the most advanced birth control
pills in the world.
Another fact to consider is that,
barring the venerable condom,
there are no birth control devices
for men. An excuse for this glar-
ing oversight on the part of the
medical industry is that the lack of
interest men have in participating
in contraception, a "woman's re-
sponsibility," would hardly make
them a good market Also, there
seems to be a lot of concern for
the man's projected health: part of
the reason that a "male pill" has
not come on the market is that it
causes hormonal imbalances and a
lack of desire. These are just two
in the long list of possible affects
of the birth control pill in women.
Other common side affects are
mood swings, weight gain or
loss, increased incidence of yeast
infections. More serious com-
plaints are increased risk
for some types of cancer
and heart disease, blood
clots and liver disease. The
I.U.D. can cause permanent
infertility, the diaphragm
often causes bladder infec- -
tions and the spermicide in
the Sponge can lead to allergic re-
actions.
Obviously women are shoulder-
ing a great deal of risk in being the
party responsible for birth control,
and they have little choice when
the medical field is dominated by
men.
One last impediment to contra-
ception research is the attitude of
the medical community towards
birth control as something frivo-
lous, not medical. Why spend the
money and time to develop a new
birth control method when the
FDA gives approval priority to
disease-relate- d drugs? It is obvious
that contraceptive technology is
not considered important enough
by some to warrant the financial
risks that it requires to develop it.
Contraceptive options are consid-
ered a matter of "taste," as if wom-
en were picking out wallpaper.
But to many women birth control
is very important; it means taking
control of our reproductive lives.
When caught between the prospect
of an unwanted pregnancy and un-
pleasant, often health-threateni- ng
side effects, it seems that women
are left with a pitifully small list
of options.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK 1990 Individual or student
organization needed to promote our spring break
iriJ5. C1I II II1UIICY, IICC Hips OUU Taiuauil Trwin
experience. APPLY NOW. Call inter-camp- us
programs 1-800-327- -6013.
THINK SPRING - Out-goin- g? Well-organize- d?
Promote and Escort our FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK trip. GOOD PAY AND FUN.
Call Campus Marketing. 1-800-423- -5264.
Attention: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000year income potential
Details: (1) 602-838-88- 85 Ext. Bk 18761
ATTENTION-HIRING- ! Government jobs-yo- ur
area. Many immediate openings without list or
test. $17,840-$69,48- 5. Call 1-602-838- -8885.
Ext. R18761.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMEN- T HOMES from
$1 (U-repair).Delinq- uent tax
property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-83- 8-8885
Ext. GH18761.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMEN- T SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-83-
8-8885 Ext. A18761.
Would you like to offer DISCOVER CREDIT
CARD? Are you only available for a few hours
week? If so, call 1-800-93- 2-0528 ext. 4. We'll
pay you as much as $10hour.
Only 10 positions available.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS Hiring men - women.
Summer Year round. Photagraphers,
Tour Guides, Recreation Personnel. Excellent
pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW!
Call Refundable.
1-206-736-
-0775, Ext. 1644 J
SPA from page 5- -
Lecture Room at 7:30 pjn. A dis-
cussion will follow the video.
There are many choices which
must be made to set our national
priorities straight. We, as citi-
zens, have a responsibility to
make ourselves heard, or we lose
our right to criticize that which we
have ignored. The time has long
passed when we could responsibly
ignore the actions of those who
claim to represent us.
TV iJite Alipeds ) Ufr-iyoB- ar anU d VpU )fiff
ig g sSip g
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Men's soccer defeats OWU, earns 3 ranking
PETE "MAD DOG" MACK
Sports Writer
They came in herds, and swarms
and droves, until seating all of
them became an impossibility.
But they just didn't care, they con-
tinued to stream through the gates
of the stadium until they had made
it perfectly clear to Ohio Wesleyan
just who had the home crowd ad-
vantage. The Battlin' Bishops'
grounds were running amuck with
stark raving mad, frenetic, crazed
Wooster fans all screaming for the
annihilation of the nation's 3
team. And although undefeated in
their first eleven games this sea-
son, as well as playing on their
own pitch, it became quite appar-
ent that Ohio Wesleyan would
have no mental advantage tonight,
mostly because about 400 blood-
thirsty Wooster fans were doing
their best impersonation of Hurri-
cane Hugo.
The whistle blew and OWU came
out just as hard as expected. No
matter which Wooster player had
the ball, he was immediately shut
down by three Battlin' Bishops.
1
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For most of the first half, OWU
seemed to have a slight advantage
in the sense that Wooster had to
spend a lot of time playing some
savage defense. The best that
OWU could muster though, was a
small flurry of headballs midway
through the first half that sailed
over the Scot crossbar or went
wide. When they did get the ball
within dangerous striking distance,
there was always at least one Scot
defender in position to shut down
the scoring attempt
The score was still 0--0 as the
game neared the end of the first
half, and it seemed as though both
teams were trapped in a stalemate,
when all of a sudden Mphatso
Namwali collected the ball deep in
the Wooster half and knocked a
long pass to Ian Banda who raced
toward OWLTs net with the ball
and juked the OWU keeper for
what would be the only score of
the game. The stands erupted into
a deafening, thunderous roar une-qual- ed
by anything I had ever ex-
perienced.
The second half began, but
Wooster had already established
$ . : -
v
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'' Mikeepper
Wooster's Cathy Docherty dribbles the ball past an
opponent during the Lady Scots' victory over nationally
ranked Mercyhurst this past week.
their momentum, and having al-
ready worn die OWU players down
both mentally and physically, they
decidedly dictated the remainder of
the game. As the final seconds
ticked off the clock, the field be-
came inundated with Wooster's ju-
bilant fans. It was the first time
since 1982 that the Scots had beat-
en or even scored on Ohio Wesley-
an. It was also only OWU's sec-
ond loss ever in the NCAC. And
more importantly, it left the Scots
with an unblemished 3-- 0 record in
the NCAC.
Lastly, I would like to remark on
the fact mat Saturday Night's vie
tory does not solely belong to the
members of the soccer team, or
their coaches. Those of you who
attended the game must already
know how much of an edge you
gave us. You gave us confidence,
you fed us intensity, and you made
us feel as though we were the only
thing in the world that mattered.
The energy and support you unsel-
fishly gave, encouraged us and
made us believe in ourselves. We
figured that if you had enough
faith in our ability as soccer
players to follow us to Delaware,
Victory over
SUSAN ISHAM
Sports Writer
The women's soccer team had a
tough week laid out in front of
them. They started the week off
by playing a conference game
against Ohio Wesleyan. Although
the defense tried hard and goalie
Marcie Hahn had some great one-on-o- ne
saves, the other team man-
aged to put three goals in the net
Offense could not seem to come
Women's XC
SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor
"I wasn't expecting a lot; this
was just a low key meet," said
Head Coach Dennis Rice about the
Denison Invitational Saturday, Oc-
tober 7. "We had a hard two
weeks of training and the runners
were tired."
In spite of the coach's doubtful
expectations, the women's cross-
country team bested the unequal
opposition by 14 points; scoring
34 points to Oberlin's 48. Wit- -
3
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Wooster forward Ian Banda,
by Soccer Illustrated, gives
Ohio when pitted against one of
the finest teams in the nation, then
the very least we could give you in
return was our best What you
witnessed wasn't solely talent it
came from within, but was in-
spired by you. As a result of our
combined efforts, the Scot soccer
team is now ranked 3 in the Unit-
ed States for Division III soccer.
Mercyhurst
back with any response to the oth-
er team's goals and the game ended
in a 0-- 3 loss for the Lady Scots.
The next game, though, ended
the Lady Scots' losing streak.
Against nationally ranked Mercy-
hurst the team came out victori-
ous. The first half appeared to be
a bit shaky for Wooster with Mer-
cyhurst getting off nearly 20 shots
on goal. The defense hung tough,
though, and Marcie again showed
her goalie talent
win Denison
tenburg (SO), Denison (107), and
Case Western Reserve (115) also
finished behind Wooster.
Undefeated Karen Aeberli won
her fourth meet straight as she out-
ran her competition by 100 me-
ters. She posted a time of 19:46
over the first accurate 5000 meter
course the team has run all year.
Anna Scherzer moved up in the
scoring to finish fifth overall in
20:42 and Susan Louis followed
right behind in seventh place and
20:54. Beth Blakemore took tenth
place in 21:08 and Shade Whitesel
OJLL
voted best player in the VS.
advice to some youngsters.
the highest ever in the team's 27
year history. Thank You So Very
Much!
SATURDAY OCTOBER 14TH,
THE SCOTS TAKE ON CON-
FERENCE RIVAL WITTEN-
BERG AT 2:30 IN SPRING-
FIELD, OHIO. YOUR SUP-
PORT IS ALWAYS VERY WEL-
COME.-
highlights
The second half was the key for
the Lady Scots, starting with the
kickoff. Nancy Chris tman and
Mary Romestant did some beauti-
ful give-and-- go passes until finally
one was intercepted. Mary stole
back the ball and shot it right over
the goalkeeper's head into the goal.
The rest of the game was long,
but Wooster hung tough for a 1-- 0
victory. The Lady Scots' overall
record is now 5-4- -1.
Invitational
completed the scoring with her
time of 21:49 and fifteenth place.
Eva Dodds (21:54 and eighteenth
place) ran a very competitive race
in spite of her injured back. Jen
Jaeger and Eva Geil both ran
strong races and took thirty-fir- st
place and thiry-sixt- h, respectively.
"The team really pulled together
and ran well." said Coach Rice.
"The fifth and sixth runners
(Whitesel and Dodds) really stuck
in there and earned us the victory.
If it wasn't for them, we might not
have won."
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Victories over Wittenberg and Hiram
vault field hockey to number three
KATHY OSTA
Sports Writer
The women's field hockey team
had a successful week, winning
both of its games and boosting its
regional ranking.
On Saturday, the Scots travelled
to Springfield to face Wittenberg
University which was previously
tied with Denison for third place in
the conference. Wittenberg tallied
up the first goal only three min-
utes into the game, catching
Wooster unaware. Sophomore
Clara Mitchell retaliated with a
goal on a penalty corner 12 min-
utes into the half.
The second half began with a
(1-- 1) tie. The game continued at
a slow pace with a sluggish
Wooster squad unable to score un-
til 20 minutes into the half. At
this point, Mitchell pulled through
again, scoring to put Wooster in
the lead. The game ended in a (2--1)
victory for Wooster. Although
it wasn't the team's best game,
Aimee Zedlitz (34) maneuvers through two
during one of two victorious games this week,
the Scots were able to outshoot
wittenoerg 31 to 14 ana aaa an-
other win to their conference
record.
On Tuesday the team was on the
road to Hiram for yet another con-
ference challenge. Hiram had re-
cently defeated Wittenberg as well
see Field Hockey: page 15
Scots dominated by Big Red
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
To say that the 100 year anniver-
sary of the DenisonWooster foot-
ball rivalry was not a pleasant day
for the Fighting Scots would clear-
ly be an understatement. After an
intense week of preparation, the
Scots were manhandled this past
Saturday by the Denison Big Red
by a score of 27-- 0 in the most lob-sid- ed
Scot loss of the season. The
setback drops Wooster to 1- -1 in
the North Coast Athletic Confer-enc- e
and 2-- 3 overall as they pre-
pare for their encounter with Case
Western Reserve this coming
weekend.
The first half of the game was
surprisingly even but gave no indi-
cation of the eventual outcome of
the day's events. The Big Red
struck pay dirt early on their first
series when Jason Cooperider
found an open receiver in the end-zo- ne
on a third down conversion to
take the lead 7-- 0. The Scot defense
played well during the first series
except for a 56 yard pass comple-
tion early in the drive which put
Denison in scoring position.
Both teams exchanged drives for
the remainder of the half but the
Wooster offense, based perhaps too
heavily on the run, became very
predictable without the effective
use of the pass and allowed the Big
Red defense the pleasure of focus-
ing only on stopping Wooster run-
ning backs Brian Grandison, TJ.
Mallory, and Tim Lyons. The
Scots' run blocking had been ham-
pered slighdy by ankle injuries to
Senior Tom Solak and E.C. Pelaia
but when fellow senior Pat
McKenna went down on the third
play of the game with a pulled
hamstring, the running game ex-
perienced an even greater blow.
Spreading out and varying the of-
fensive play calls appeared to be
the plausible scheme for Coach
Bob Tucker but he opted to stay
on the ground and called for only
two pass plays the entire half.
This philosophy had a definate im-
pact on the inconsistency of the
Scot's offensive drives which aver-
aged only about three to four plays
per possession.
Judging from the 7-- 0 halftime
score, the second half promised to
be a thriller, and it certainly was if
you were a Big Red fan. The
Scots' hopes for a comeback were
greatly diminished early in the
see Football: page 16
.
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MkePeooer
opponents
RHONDA VANDEWORP
Staff Writer
Wooster's women's volleyball
team increased their NCAC record
to 3-- 1 with a three game victory
against Wittenberg this past Wed-
nesday. They also attained their
first NCAC defeat that night by
losing to Denison.
Head Coach Pam Smith ex-
pressed disappointment with the
team's performance. Due to lack
of communication, the defense fal-
tered severely. Another major
fault of the evening was the team's
serving. "Had it not been for a
nearly no error game from Carolyn
Bare, we would not have been able
to take that Wittenberg match."
Individual performances were
The DePaul University
Professional Master of Science
in Accountancy Program
The Wooster Voice
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Volleyball stays strong in NCAC
not only evident from Bare, the
team's leading offensive player,
but also Cathy Schellhammer,
who continues to lead the defense,
and Andrea Sweazy, who displays
consistent passing and serving
strengths.
Unfortunately, "the game has to
be played by 6 players," Smith
stated. "There are sparks of team
play, but it's not consistent"
Although it appears as if the .
Lady Scots had an off day, all was
not lost. The impressive early
NCAC standing keeps the Wooster
team in the running as NCAC vic-
tors. "The field is still wide
open," Smith encouraged.
The women's volleyball team
will be at the University of Michi- -
see Volleyball: page 16
1990 LA&S GRADUATES: A Special Announcement concerning Careers
in Business Specifically for Liberal Arts and
Sciences Students.
The School of Accountancy of DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, a 75-ye- ar
leader in innovative accounting education, offers to selected graduates of prestigious
Liberal Arts and Sciences programs the Professional Master of Science in Accountancy.
The program is offered in conjunction with the nation's leading accounting firms, is
highly competitive, and restricted to students sponsored by the participating
accounting firms.
The 15-mo- nth program entails:
. immediate (June 1990) employment in the Chicago office of a sponsoring
accounting firm.
an accelerated course of study in business and accounting a growth
industry at Chicago's DePaul University.
Successful completion of the DePaul Professional MSA program results in:
A Master of Science in Accountancy degree from DePaul University
Full-tim- e business and accounting experience with a major accounting firm
Eligibility to sit for the CPA Examination in Illinois
Broad career opportunities, and advancement, in professional accounting
with your sponsoring firm.
Participation is restricted to candidates sponsored by participating accounting firms.
The Professional MSA Program begins mid-Jun- e, 1990.
For more information on the Professional MSA Program, contact the placement office
on this campus, which is cooperating with this program, or Dr. John T. Ahern, Jr.,
Director, School ofAccountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson, Chicago, Illinois 60604,
(312)341-877- 0.
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Mike Pepper
Sophomore Aimee Zedlitz tries to control the ball during
women's field hockey action this past week.
Field Hockey from page
and were sure to be up for the
game.
The first half was disappointing
with no goals scored. Wooster
controlled the half with numerous
opportunities to score on penalty
comers. However, the Scots were
unable to put the ball in the cage.
The team came on strong in the
second half and junior Kathy Osta
scored to start the action oft Hir-
am was able to put only one ball
past Wooster's strong defense
while sophomore Aimee;. Zedlitz
blasted two more into the Hiram"
cage.
Sports week
Game schedule for
4& &:fK
Varsity Football:
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Case Reserve
Varsity Men's Soccer
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Wittenberg
Oct. 18 (Wed.): Walsh
Junior Varsity Men's Soccer
Oct. 15 (Sun.): Kenyon
Oct. 19 (Thurs.): Walsh
Varsity Women's Soccer
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Wittenberg
Oct. 17 (Tues.): Marietta
Junior Varsity
Women's Soccer
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Wittenberg
Oct. 17 (Tues.): Marietta
Cross Country
Oct. 13 (Fri.): All-Oh- io Meet
Ohio Wesleyan
Varsity Volleyball
Oct. 13-1-4 (Fri.-Sat.- ):
University of Michigan
Oct. 17 (Tues.): Tiffin
Varsity Field Hockey
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Earlham
Oct. 17 (Tues.):
Ohio Wesleyan
Junior Varsity Field Hockey
Oct. 14 (Sat.): Earlham
Oct. 17 (Tues.):
... Ohio Wesleyair
14
One ofZedlitz's goals was off
a beautiful pass from first-ye- ar
student Rose Van Der Meij. The
game ended in a (3-- 1) victory for
Wooster.
Wooster's recent victories have
sent quite a ripple through the re-
gional rankings, boosting Wooster
from eighth to third place follow-
ing only Ohio Wesleyan and De-niso- n.
Continuing their winning
streak will be crucial in holding
this impressive rank.
The team hosts Earlham at"f
p.m. on Saturday.
at a glance
upcoming week
1:30 (Home)
2:30 (Away)
3:30 (Home)
3:30 (Away)
4:15 (Home)
4:00 (Home)
4:00 (Home)
6:00 (Home)
4:00 (Away)
Varies (Away)
TBA (Away)
6:30 (Home)
1:00 (Home)
4:30 (Away)
1:00 (Home)
4:30 (Away)
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How to watch Wopster football with your mom
Parents' weekend is here and I'm
so excited. My mother has not
been up. since my freshman year (I
Was a .freshman)., I can't wait to
take her-- to the football game, so
she can see some of my friends
play.
I'm sure a lot of peo- -
pie plan to take their
families to the game, So
but watching football
with mothers is always
different, especially at
Wooster. SeeFirst of all, there are
five types of football-watchin- g C.J.
mothers. The
Way I
It
MITCHELL
blind kind, who cover
their eyes for the entire game, cate-
gory one. They are afraid they are
going to see someone's head pop
off.
There is the social kind of mom
that talks to everyone and doesn't
pay attention to the game, and
cheers when everyone else does
without knowing what happened,
category two. (Often found saying
near the concessions stand, "I
couldn't believe what she was
wearing and that haL..clap...clap...
What just happened?")
Then there is category three, the
slightly educatecL.These mothers
kind of like football, but don't
really understand it "Why did they
take him out? He is so cute, or
Meese offers broad background
to coaching position
AMY MAXHIMER
Staff Writer
Whether it be bicycling in New
Zealand, diving off the Great Barri-
er Reef in Australia or the Kona
Coast in Hawaii, Brenda Meese
has probably done it -
Meese, the Lady Scots field
"hockey coach, is a 1975 graduate
of The College of Wooster. Her
interests include backpacking,
fencing, lacrosse, running, and of
course, field hockey. Meese, who,
at Oneonta State, coached 12 years
before coming to Wooster, started
the backpacking program there. "I
worked with the National Outdoor
Leadership School (NOLS) there,"
she said. "I also obtained my
summer and winter backpack
teaching certificates. "She once
spent three weeks in January in the
Rocky Mountains with only a
pair of skis and a backpack. "I
didn't have a tent or anything," she
"Why was he called for holding?
They are all holding each other."
Or the classics "He's so big" or
"He's so small; Why does his
mother let him play?"
Sometimes you run into the the
mom who knows about football
and understands, but just chooses
not to get too uptight about it, cat-
egory four. SRe will watch and be
interested, but that is about the ex-
tent of it She will do a' little so-
cializing and maybe a little oohing
and ahhing.
Last and certainly not least are
the mothers who know football in-
side and out, category five. They
yell at referees. They scream at
coaches. They are the best to go to
the game with because they get so
into it- -
O.K. if you are going to the.
game with your mom, you proba-
bly know what category she fit
out
said.
In addition to backpacking,
Meese also enjoys fencing.
"Fencing is my favorite area of
teaching," she said. "I hope to de-
velop a course here."
Track is the major reason Meese
came to Wooster as a student "I
came here for the sole purpose of
running track," she said, "but
when they dropped it, I took up
lacrosse, field hockey, and basket-
ball."
Meese, who has been a coach
here for two months, has confi-
dence in Wooster and the 24 wom-
en she coaches. "I came to Woost-
er because it had a strong pro-
gram," she further stated, " the
support . . the assistant coaches
and the facilities appealed to me
also."
The love for field hockey is her
main incentive for coaching. She
said, "Although coaching doesn't
leave much time for myself, I feel
If she is category one, she's go-
ing to miss some great hitting by --
LB Geoff Belz, DE's Bim Adams
and Karl 'Bruno' Penn, NG Chris
'Monster' Carini and DB Mike
Casey. So make sure she watches
at least one defensive series.
If your mom is the social
mom, well... she will have
lots of other moms to talk
to, I'm sure.- -
If your mom fits into
category three, then you
will spend a lot of time ex--
plaining penalties and
your mom will be asking
why number 87 doesn't get
"""" the ball more often because
he is so darn cute when he runs for
10-2- 0 yards every time he gets his
hands on the ball.
If you have a category four
mom, she will do her own thing.
Watch and enjoy the game. She
has done it all before.
If you have an energetic category
five mom, you may be trouble.
She will spend a lot of the day
yelling something like, "Throw
the darn ball, they're keying on,
the run, you idiot." Mom will ap-
plaud hard running, agressive
blocking and some kick butt de--
fense. But by the end of the gamer
.III IIIUIU WUI UG tUMV KJ
A irt m nlav on offiftnsft."' ... "
good about helping the players den
velop into not only athletes but
people as well." Meese is an ex-
tremely competitive person who
stresses the development of bask
skills in her players. "We work
mainly on tactics and maneuvers,"
she said. -
Meese plans to go to graduate
school and pursue a doctorate in
athletic administration. She re-
sides in Wooster.
SPIRIT HAPPEHS
at
ZION LUTHERRN
CHURCH
301 North Market --
Sunday Worship
10:30
Rides Available 262-560- 6
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Football from page 14"
third quarter when Denison took
the opening kickoff and marched
the length of the field to score on a
Cooperider touchdown which in-
creased their lead to 14-- 0.
The Scots' conservative game
plan continued and so did their un-
productiveness as their failure to
maintain any offensive consistency
eventually wore down their own
defense. The Wooster defense was
in pursuit of the infamous Deni-
son "single-wing- " most of the sec-
ond half and began to fatigue mid-
way through the half.
Dension went to work again to
start the fourth quarter and went up
20-- 0 on another Cooperider touch-
down with 11:52 remaining to
take a commanding lead in the ball
game. The Scots' next offensive
drive was stifled once again and
Coach Tucker's choice to move the
ball solely on the ground only add-
ed insult to injury. Tucker's rush-
ing philosophy, featuring only
five or six separate plays, hindered
the Scots' mobility the entire
game because they were being exe-
cuted into the teeth of the Big Red
defense.
The Big Red finished out the
scoring at the 6:26 mark of the
fourth quarter when Cooperider
plowed in for his third touchdown
of the game. Wooster quarterbacks
Mike Knapic and John Ramsier fi-
nally got the call to pass late in
the game and put together an im-
pressive drive before Ramsier was.
intercepted in the endzone to halt
the drive. The passing attack, in
which Knapic and Ramsier com-
bined for 108 yards on eight com-
pletions, clearly showed that the
Scots can consistently move the
ball through the air if given the
chance.
The Scots will attempt to regain
their composure tomorrow when
they take on the Spartans from
Case in another NCAC game.
Volleyball from page 14
gan Dearborn this Saturday for a
tournament which will include
teams from Illinois Tech., Michi-
gan and Windsor. You can catch
the volleyball action next Tuesday
at 6:30 as Wooster faces Tiffin at
home.
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Auto Service
Centers
We Do It Right.
We Do It Right Atvay.
Fast, courteous service
Low Prices-Quali- ty Products
American and imported cars
Free estimates and safety inspections
263-016- 1
418 E. Liberty
(corner of Liberty and Beall)
Personal Finance 101
Banks make money off you. You pay them to keep your money
Bad deal, because you can get better service at no or less cost.
This is where Empire Credit Union comes in. We are affiliated with the College of Wooster, and
commited to providing you with the best service possible. Keep on reading to find out what has
been missing from your account.
Free Checking & ATM
We buy the checks
You earn 6 interest
Free use of ATM card
Unlimited number of transactions
No minimum balance
No monthly fee
Some restrictions do apply to non-Colle- ge of
Wooster students.
EMPIRE
AFFILIATES CREDIT UNION INC.
OHIO WATS 1-800-4- 45-3505
Your savings federally insured to $100,000
NCUA
National Credit Union Administration,
a U S Government Agency
y
We also offer:
Low interest loans for computers
Savings account
VISA with 14.76 A.P.R. and $10
a year charge
Direct deposit
Line of credit
24 hour computer service
Christmas Club
Vacation Club
IRAs
Look for us in Lowry on Oct 17 to answer any of your questions or to help set up an account with
Empire Affiliates Credit Union.
(216)264-183-9
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